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SUMMARY

A short method of purification of P.amagasakiense glucose

oxidase has been achieved. Attempts to prepare the apoenzyme were

unsuccessful. Inhibition of activity of the holoenzyme by heavy

metals was investigated. It was shown that inhibition was due to

the metal cations rather than the undissociated metal salts.

The effect of bisulphite on the enzyme was shown to be the

same as for Aspergillus niger glucose oxidase. From the kinetic

experiments with bisulphite, an ionizable group with a pK of 4.2

was found to be involved in the reaction. This pK was assigned to
of adenine

the amino grouPA of the FAD moiety of the enzyme. Experiments on the

binding of halide anions to the enzyme indicated the involvement

of an ionizable group with the sa~e pK.

P oto-c emical experiments on the enzyme revealed three

different phenomena. (1) Photo-oxidation with methylene blue or

Rose bengal as sensitiser, destroyed an ionizable group with pK

of 7.2. This was assigned to a histidine residue in the protein.

(2) At high pH in the presence of EDTA and with no oxygen present

photo-red~ction of the enzyme spectrum was obtained. The spectrum

of the oxidised enzyme was obtained when air was admitted to the

reduced species. (3) At high pH in the presence of EDTA, light

at 450 nm wavelength caused the enzyme to lose activity. This activity

loss was irreversible w~th respect to oxygen or glucose, The

presence of glucose in the reaction mixture during illumination

protected the enzyme from this photo-destruction.
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CHAPl'ER ONE !il§'l'ORICAL IN'fROml91lQ£!

The enzymology of gluconic acid formation was investigated by

buller (1926 - 1941) using the press juices from the mycelia of the

fungi of ~. niger. and Penicilliulllg1aucuE:' Slight purification of the

enzyme was achieved by f~anke and his co-workers Deffner and Lorenz

(1937 - 1948), who also demonstrated that the activity at'the different
enzyme preparations Was proportional to the flavin content, and that

hydrogen peroxide was formed during the catalysis.
The systematic name which has been given to the enzyme is

t-D glucose: 02 oxidoreductase E.C.l.1d·4. (Report of the Commission

on enzymes, I.U.B. 1961). The trival name is glucose oxidase. Keilin

and Hartree (1946, 1948a, b,) have shown that the enzyme has a

prosthetic group of flavin-adenine-dinucleotide (FAD) and a small

carbohydrate moiety compr ising less than 20% of the total enzyme
(Pazur, Kleppe and Cepure 1965). It catalyses an overall 2-electron

oxidation-reduction reaction between ~-D glucose and oxygen, as shown

in equation l.i. overleaf. The formation of hydrogen peroxide in

the presence of glucose and oxygen gave the enzyme a reputation for

antibiotic activity. Hydrogen peroxide has a bactericidal effect

because of its vigorous oxidising power, and.this led early workers

to call their material Penicillin A (later uotatin), penatin Or

Penicillin B.
This type of enzyme has only been isolated definitely from fungi.

Enzyme from four fungal sources has been identified and purified :-

from Penicilliwn vitale

Coulthard et al.,1942,1945

Kusai et al, 1960, Kusai 1960.

Swoboda et al., 1963, Pazur and

Kleppe 1964

Pidoplichko et a1 1965

from ~enicil~notatum

from enicillium amagasakiense

from ~spergillus niger

~nd their activities compared in table 1.1.



Several workers have carried out an extensive screening progra~me of

fungal species for glucose oxidase activity e.g. Gancedo 1967 and

Grigorov 1969. The latter has shown that glucose oxidase activity can

be obtained from all strains of !sEer~lleae, depending on the time

of incubation and carbohydrate growth source. Other glucose oxidases

have been reported from non-fungal sources, but none of them has been

purified and characterised as a flavoprotein oxidoreductase. (See the

review of Schepartz and Subers 1964).
Muller claLmed (1941) that !.niger possessed a glucose dehydrogenase

as well as an oxidase. This dehydrogenase could not use oxygen as the

electron acceptor, and the best acceptor was found to be 2,6-dichlorophenol-

indophenol. Glucose dehydrogenase has been isolated from f:;.oryzaeby

Ogura (1939 - 1952). Kusai (1960) confirmed its presence in !.niger and
showed that it was not a flavoprotein.

Considerable interest has been focussed On the use of glucose

oxidase in the food industry and in clinical work. In 1949 a patent

was issued "for the removal of oxygen from sealed food containers by

glucose oxidase" (Sarett 1949). In medicine it is used to detect and

measure quantitatively glucose in blood and urine samples, after the

reported use in this field by Keston (1956).

Originally the ass~ for glucose oxidase activity utilised the

hydrogen peroxide formed by the reaction, which WaS reduced to SjW8SP

~ water by peroxidase. This Was coupled with the oxidation of a

suitable chromageri (see equations 1.i. and L iii.). Such chromagens

included o-tolidine, benzidine and o-dianisidine but because of the

carcinogenic nature of these chromagens a new method has been evolved.

The hydrogen peroxide is used as an oxidising agent for 4-amino

phenazone in phenol (Trinder 1969)



~1'4~" "",-.se. (i)glucose + oxygen glucono-d' -lactone + H202
H202 c.t..I•• c. 1 (ii)2' 02 + H2O
H202 + AH2 p&ro'4lcolll.:u .. , A + 2 H2O (iii)

~anometry used to be the prime method of followinb glucose oxidase
catalysis. Catalase was present in the assay which generated oxygen
by the breakdown of the hydrogen peroxide formed. The amount of

oxygen produced was measured and related to the peroxide formed, and

hence to the enzyme turnover. Catalase which contruninates glucose
oxidase preparations, alters the stoichrj'ilmetryof the reaction so that

only one atom of oxygen is used per molecule of glucose oxi.dis.ed,

(see 1. i. and 1.H. ). It is possible to use millil'ftOlarconcentrat ions

of cyanide in the assay which inhibit any traces of catalase present

in the enzyme preparation., This restores the stoichiometry of the reaction
to one molecule oxygen used per molecule glucose oxidised.

0JCYgen uptake is now measured polarographically using a Clark-type
oxygen electrode suitably connected to a pen recorder through a
resistance box. It is 'also ~ossible to follow hydrogen peroxide

production spectrophotometrically at 235 nm in the presence of cyanide

(Bright and Gibson 1967), or by any of the colo¢rimetric methods

mentioned previously using 1 t.I-H2S04to inactivate the enzyme after

the reaction has procee ed for a period of'time (Savage 1951, White and

Secor,1957, Pazur and Kleppe 1964).

The overall mechanism of glucose oxidase from P.notatum has been

investigated by Bentley and euberger (1949) using isotopes of oxyge
Their findings are summarised in equations l.iv. and l.v.

+ H o't
2.

• Ol~
1 •

3



Thus water is not involved in the reaction, the hydrogen peroxide being

derived from the oxygen and the glucose. !.:..oreoverthey found that the

rate of gluconic acid formation was too slow t 0 be part of the primary

process which was the upt ake of oxygen. The 1"irst product, the lact one,

was detected polarographically and since it was found to be in the

pyranose ring form, Bentley and leuberger deduced that the glucose must

be in the ring f'orm too. The hydrolysis of'the lactone to gluconic
acid occurred spontaneously.

Keilin and Hartree (1952) showed that glucose oxidase was highly
specific for the ~-anomer of glucose, using _!.E~~ enzyme. This

f'inding was donfirmed for the enzyme from !:. vitale (De[tyar, Gulii and

Maizel 1965), A_. n;L.g~r(Pazur and Kleppe 1964) and !:. amagasakiense
(Kusai 1960). The substrate specificity of the latter enzyme species

~1.1e
is shown in ~l.2. The ef'fect of'various substituents in different
positions on the glucose ring has been studied by Pazur and Kleppe

(1964). From this they concluded that either of the hydroxyl groups at

positions 1 or 3, equatorial to the ring, might be the site at which
the en~me is attached to the glucose.

ofEarlier glucose oxidase was described as catalyst A an overall

2-electron oxidation-reduction reaction. Bright and Gibson (1967)

used I-deutero-glucose to investigate the hydrogen transfer from

glucose to flavin. They found a kinetic isotope effect of between

10- and 15- fold associated with flavin reduction. This would be

consistent with nucleophilic attack by the glucose 0-1 hydroxyl group

on the fl-avin nucleus, followed by proton abstraction from the carbon

and electronic rearrangements (Veibel and Bright 1971). The kinetic

isotope effect would come from the proton removal from glucose,
controlled by k2 in the mechanism O'IU' I•• ~

L
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The substrate attack is shown at position C-4a rather than the carbo~l

group at C-S suggested by some workers following the model studies of

Brown and Hamilt on (1970). Massey et al (1968) and Muller, Massey et

a1 (1969) have shown that substrate attack on the oxidised flavin may

occur at position C-4a or 1-5 on the isoalloxazine ring. Weibel and

Bright (1971) have identified an acidic amino-acid residue (pKa- 10)

close to the -1 position represented by H-A in the above mechand.sr

A second mechanism, which is consistent with the isotope effect

involves hydride transfer from the carbon to the flavin (Weibel and

Bright 1971).
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0--C~ ~ -c
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Hydride transfer to the flavin Occurs because of the electron sink effect.

Hemmerich, Nagelschneider and Veeger (1970) have reviewed the

chemistry and molecular biology of'f'Lav i.nsand f'Lavoprote i.na, They

discussed the implications of the two possible sites for substrate

attack on the oxidised flavin. They discussed but did not distinguish

between hydride transfer and group transfer to the flavin.

Bright and Gibson (1967) did not detect any isotope effect in the

oxidative half reaction of glucose oxidase. This has led Weibel and

Bright to suggest that the oxidation of flavin proceeds via electron

transfer to oxygen followed by rapid proton dissociation from N-l and

N-5 of the isoalloxazine ring.

Most of the work on the glucose oxidase mechanism has been carried

out on A. niger enzyme. It is hoped to show, in the following chapters,

that the P. amagasak~~ enzyme has the same mechanism.



THEPURIFICATIOi_2!...QgrCOSEOgDASE FROMFUI'iGAL SOURCE§.

In tr oduct ion

The first attempt at purification of glucose oxidase by Franke and

Lorenz (1937) involved precipitating the e'nzyme from the press juices

of niger mycelia.. Toe mycelia were disrupted in a Buchner press

at 300 atmospheres pressure • The enzyme was precipitated by the

addition of a twelve-fold excess of a 2:1 ixture of alcohol and

ether to the press juices. The specific activity of the preparation

of Franke and Deffner (1939) at 30°C was 37 }.Lmoles/min/mgdry weight.

Coulthard and co-workers (1945) using a culture filtrate of

EenicilliQm not~, concentrated it by acetone precipitation. Then

they either precipitated the resuspended extract by add it ion of

tannic acid, or Reinecke's salt to obtain a fairly pure product.

Further purification was by acetone precipitation and a~monium

sulphate i'ractionat ion at approximately 80% saturat ion. The specific

activity of their preparation at 300C was 40
01 oxygen/min/mg dry

(194~)

weight. Using the same tec~nique, Keilin and HartreeAobtained a

preparation with a specific activity of 73 (39°C).

Both Pazur and Kleppe (1964) a d Swoboda and .assey (1965) have

used a eonmer-cLal- A.niger mycelial preparat ion as their source of

the enzyme. Pazur and Kleppe (1964) dialysed a solution of mycelial

powder against water and using anllnoniumsulphate, obtained a fraction

(between 60%and 877~al11.l1l0niurl1sulphate saturation) which contained a

high percentage of the original oxidase activity. This dialysed

fraction was applied to a DEAE-cellulose colu.m and eluted with 0.1 1.1-

acetate buffer pH3.7, carbohydrate and catalase cont~ninants having

been eluted earlier with 0.1 11 -acetate buffer pH4·5· The yellow _,:'raction

was r echr o at ognaphed on a smaller column of' DEAE-cellulose.

In contrast, Swoboda and :assey dialysed their ext.r act against

1
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0.1 M-acetate buffer pli :4.5 and removed the precipitate formed

during the dialysis by centr ifugat ion. The supernatant was applied

directly to a column of Arnberlite-CG 50 (suitably treated). 'I'he

column was washed with O. 1 M-buffer pR 4.5, and the enzj rne was eluted

with O. 1 M-acetate buffer pH 5.O. Protein was precipitated from the

eluate by ammoniumsulphate t'r ac t;ionat ion (80-9CJ./& saturat ion) ,

redissolved, dialysed against 0.1 l1-l,hosphate buffer pH 6.0 and

applied to a DEAE-cellulose column. The enzyme was finally eluted

by 0.2 M-phosphate buffer pH 6.0, to be followed by concentration

with ~moniQm sulphate and dialysis. A table comparing the

recovery of specific activity from the starting material and yield

of total units in each of these two met uods has been drawn up

(table 2.1.).

A simple industrial purification of commercially available

glucose oxidase giving a yield of 90% of initial activity relies on

the precipitat ion of the enzyme by addition of' methanol to an

aqueous solution of the enzyme extract. A pH of 7.0 ~'" continuously

maintained. Hyflo-supercel is added and the precipitate is separated.

The filter cake is homogenised in cold water pH 6.0, filtered and

lyophilised. An enrichment of enzyme material of 300% is claimed

possible (Bergmeyer et al 1%9).

Purification of enzyme from ~ale has been achieved by either

putting the culture filtrate down a column of SG-I (equivalent to

Amberlite-CG 50) and eluting with 0.6 M-acetate buffer pH 5.0

(Pokrovskaya and Chistyakova 1965) or by absorption at' the enzyme

from the culture fluid by anhydrous aIumi.na pR 6.5-7.0 and elution

by shaking with a 9% solut ion of ammoniumchloride ID 0.3 M-potassium

dihydrogen phosphate (Gulii and Degtyar 1962). In each case the

enzyme has been precipitated from the concentrated eluate by ethanol

at -10°.
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Only Kusai has published a purification procedure for Pencil~

amagas~~ (Kusai 1960, Kusai et al 1960). He originally grew

a culture of this fungus which he found to exude glucose oxidase

in to the culture medi ' A crude extract of this culture medium

is now available conmercLal Iy under the name "Deoxi.ne'' (Nagase and

Co., Ltd.) Kusai dialysed the crude extract over-night against 0.1

-acetate buffer pH 4.5, centrifuged to clear the solution and

passed all the supernatant down an A.mberlite-CG 50 column (5 x 25 em)

buffered with the same buffer. After washing with 2-3 1 of buffer

until the elute was clear, during which process half the glucose

oxidase activity was eluted in the first washing, the rest of the

enzyme was eluted with 0.1 M-acetate buffer pH 5.0. After

fractionation and dialysis against 0.05 M-acetate buffer pH 5.0,

the solution was passed through a second column 01' A.rnberlite-CG 50

(2 x 70 em) equilibrated with the same buffer. The enzyme was

eluted with the same buffer, was fractionated with rurunoniQrnsulphate,

dialysed against water and crystallised with amrnoniurnsulphate.

The other glucose oxidase fraction from the first column would not

crystallise on further pJTification and was thought by Kusai to

contain partially modified enzyme.

Jaterials and ethods.

a). r.iethod of' measuring glucose oxidase activity.

l'easure ents of activity were made using a Clark type oxygen

electrode as shown in fig.2,1. It consisted of a platirnlrn electrode

with a silver electrode on either s ide set in an inert resinous

material. The tip of this assembly was covered by a thin Teflon

membrane held in place by a rubber O-ring. Between the electrOdes and

the membrane was a drop of 0.1 -KCl. The electrodes were connected



to an adjustable potentiometer box which was connected in turn to

a pen recorder.
The electrode assembly was screwed into a solid perspex rod

which just fitted a cylindrical glass electrode cell. The

di~ensions were sO arranged that when the perspex electrode

holder was fitted into the top of the cell, there was a space
beneath the electrodes to contain exactly 5 ml. reaction mixture.

Down the side of the perspex holder was a groove just large enough
to allow a microsyringe needle to be introduced into the electrode

cell.
The electrode cell was held Ln a glass water jacket connected

to a thermostatted water bath and purnp , and a te!ilperatureof 25°0

was maintained. Additions of enzyme, substrate or inhibitor were

made to the reaction mixture in the cell by means 01' a microsyringe

used as a microburette (Scientific Glass Engineering,Melbourne,
Australia) whose needle was passed down the groove in the electrode

casing as described above.
For normal assays, unless otherwise stated, the assay mixture

contained 0.01 -glucose and 10-3 M-EDI'A in 0.1 M-acetate buffer

pH 5.6. During enzyme purification procedures, excess catalase

(8 ug/ml., Sigma type C-1OO) was added because 01' the presence of

contaminating catalase in small quantities. Using excess catalase,

activity values for glucose oxidase were a half those obtained with

no catalase present, because of the changed stoichiometry of the

reaction (see equations 1.i.and l.ii.) .
The initial rate of oxygen uptake was obtained by measuring

the initial gradient of the recorded curve of oxygen uptake against

time, which was drawn out by the pen recorder. The units of

specific activity used are fA-mol of oxygen/mi.n/rngof protein.

(Oxygen saturation of aqueous solutions in equilibrium with air at

10



250 and atmospheric pressure is 2.6 x 10-4 ).

b) Method of estimating protein and enzyme concentration.
Protein absorbance was measured on a Unicam sp600 spectrophotometer

(Unicam-Pye, Ca.rnbridge). 1 mg/ml (dry weight) protein has an optical

density at 280 ~rnof 1.85 (Kusai 1960). During the preparation of the

enzyme, protein was estimated by the biuret method (Gornall, Bardawill

and David, 1949).
Enzyme concentration was calculated from the absorbance of the

enzyme at 450 nrn,using the millimolar extinction coefficient of

11.3 for active site concentration, and 22.6 for the millLrnolar

concentr ation.

c) Treatment of DEAE-cellulose for making chromatography columns.
D AE-cellulose was treated with 2 }-HC1, distilled water, 2 'I-NaOH

and finally distilled water to charge the cellulose. During these

procedures, fines were removed at each stage. 'I'hecharged material was
suspended in 0.1 -acetate buffer pH 5.6 (1.5 -sodium acetate adjusted

with 1.5 l-acetic acid to the required pH and diluted with distilled

water). The material was packed into a column and equilibrated with

.01 -acetate buffer pH 5.6.

d) Treatment of dialysis tubing.
Before use all dialysis tubing was left in 5 x 10-4 neutralised

EDTA for 30 min. and then washed thoroughly with distilled water.

e) Purification of glucose oxidase.
All steps were carried out in a cold room at 4°C. Deoxine

( agase and Co.Ltd. ,Japan) was treated according to the method of

Kusai et al (1960) to the end of the first chromatography step on

Amberlite CG-50. Since the Deoxine powder as supplied was found to

set like cement on addition of buffer, it was necessary to

II



leach out the yellow coloured material. This was done by making

several additions of buffer, of about 5 ml, to the Deoxine powder

which was ground up in a mortar and pestle. The voLumes of yellow

liquid were pooled and dialysed against the same buffer (0.1 M-acetate,

pH 4.5) overnight, and cnromatographed on Amberlite as described by

Kusai., From this 'column all yellow fract ions were collected and

assayed for glucose oxidase act ivity and protein content, as

described in a) and b) above. ctive fractions were pooled and

divided, to be treated in one of two ways:-

1. Continuing with the Kusai metood of purification.

2. Adding a:,LTJloniumsulphat e t 0 8OJ~ saturat ion (at 4°C). The

precipitate was taken up in 0.02 M-acetate buffer pH 5· 6 and

dialysed against dist.i.lled water overnight. The non-diffusi.ble

material was applied to a colQmDof DEAE-cellulose~Vnatman type

22) 30 x 4 cmwhich had been pre-equilibrated with 0.02 M-acetate

buffer pH 5.6. The adsorbed enzyme material was washed with one

litre of the same buffer and very slowly eluted wit ~ 0.05 M-acetate

buffer pH 5.6.

Subsequent purifications of the enzyme were carried out using

a sLmpler technique involving only one chromatographic step. The

solution of yellow material from Deoxine powder was dialysed

exhaustively against 0.01 Ii-acetate buffer pll 5.6 for 3 days. After

centrifugat ion to clear the non-diffusi ble material, the supernatant

was tJ\At. onto a coIumn of DEAE-cellulose (Whatman type 52) 20 x 5 cm,

pre-equilibrated with the same buffer. After washing with 2-3 litres

of buffer, the yellow band was eluted with 0.05 I-acetate buffer

pH 5.6. 50-100 ml fractions were collected and assayed for enzyme

activity and protein content. Active fractions were combined, and

the total volume was reduced five-fold by pervaporation. That is,

a length of Visking tubing containingfue solution was suspended in a

forced draught of cold air (Sober 1965). The enzyme was precipitated

'1.
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from solution by addition of solid ammonium sulphate to 90ft

saturation and was dialysed against distilled water overnight.

Other methods of concentrating the column eluate were tried

including absorption of water by Sephadex G-50 (Pharmacia, Sweden)

and a simoLe form of ultrafiltration where a negative pressure was

applied outside a visking tube containing the solution and supported

by a nylon bag (Sober et al 1956, Sober et al 1965).

f) Criteria of purity of the sample.
The purity of the enzyme was investigated with respect to

cat al.ase, Assays of glucose oxidase act ivity were performed as

described in a) above, with and without excess catalase being

added. In addition assays were carried out with no added catalase,

but 10-3 M-potassiQillcyanide present to inhibit any traces of

contaminating catalase.
The enzyme was also examined spectrophotometrically between

300 and 550 nm using a Cary mOde1-14 spectrophotometer. The record

obtained was compared with that of'Kusai (196:)), when any

chromophoric impurities would have been noticed. The specific

activity of the final preparation was compared with that of Kusai

(1960) who investigated and COnfirmed the homogeneity of his

preparation by ultracentrifugal and electrophoretic methods.

B~~
Neither the Kusai method nor the modification of it gave a

satisfactory purification of the enzyme. A table comparing the

effectiveness of the two methods is given in table 2.2. For all

subsequent purifications only the one using one chromatographic step

on DEAE-cellulose was used. Adsorption onto and elution from an

ion-exchange column (DEAE-cellulose) achieved considerable purification.

When the dialysed fluid was passed down the column, the yellow

13
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component formed a discrete band at the top of the column. No

yellow fraction was lost during the washing process; indeed until

the strength of the buffer was increased from 0.01 M to 0.03 M the

yellow band did not move. Addition of the 0.03 M-buffer caused the

yellow band to spread, but 0.05 M kept the band more Or less intact

as it eluted off the column. The use of 0.08 M-buffer ensured

that the yellow band eluted in a minimum volQme. If much stronger

buffer solutions were used some of the yellow band streaked down the
column ahead of the main band (possibly analogous to the partially

modified enzyme of Kusai.)

As the yellow band eluted a wide dark brown band was left at

the top of the column. It was seen to move only very slowly under

the eluting conditions described, and was thought to be the major

concentration of catalase, the major contaminant of Deoxine and

other sources of glucose oxidase. Swoboda (1963) noted that two
peaks having catalase activity were obtained in his final elution

off the DEAE column. The first eluted with 0.1 M-phosphate buffer

pH 6.0, the second peak eluted with 0.2 M-phosphate buffer pH 6.0 at

the front of the activity peak of glucose oxidase.

The recovery of total activity and enhancement of specific activity

at each step are shown in table 2.3. for an average preparation.

The protein content of the yellow fractions was rather low

(0.1-1.0 mg/ml protein) and contained in large volumes of eluting

buffer. AmmoniQm sulphate fractionation is inefficient when very

dilute protein solutions are used. Therefore attempts were made to

reduce the volQme. Surrounding the solution in visking tubing with

Sephadex was effective but expensive and slow (Sephadex takes up 2-5 g

water/g dry weight). There was also the possibility of ultra-violet

absorbing impurities diffusing from the Sephadex into the solut ion (R.Brown

personal communication). Practical dirficulties with the ultra-filtration
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technique led to the pervaporation method being used. A five-fold

reduction in volume was obtained.

The enzyme solution was concentrated further by ammonium sulphate

precipitation. All the protein and enzyme activity were found in the

precipitate at 90% saturation. 0 precipitate was obtained at lower

saturation. Hence this step was one of'concentration rather than

pur if'ication.
The results of'a typical assay with and without catalase in excess,

and with potassium cyanide are given in table 2.4. The action of catalase

on one of the products, hydrogen peroxide, is such that the stoich:~.metry

of the glucose oxidase reaction is changed by the order of two (see

equations 1.i and 1.ii). For each molecule of oxygen taken up, half a

molecule of oxygen is released as a result of the catalase action. Thus

for a catalase-free enzyme preparation the assay in the pres;ence of excess

catalase should have half the activity of'that in the absence of catalase.
Similarly, since potassium cyanide is a well-known inhibitor of'catalase,

then in the prestence of excess cyanide an assay of catalase-contaminated

enzyme will show an increased activity over that in the absence of

cyanide. Catalase-free glucose oxidase" is unaffected by potassiQm cyanide.

From table 2.4. it can be seen that, within experimental error,

the sample was essentially catalase-free.

~able ~~~~~rified glucose oxidas~, pH 5.6
§Eecific a~vit,~~~~~~~
ExperLmental values Mean

" " II with excess catalase

" with 10-3 !i-KCN

178.5,
85.84,
179.1,

178.8
89.84
181.4

Assay of enzyme alone

" "

A comparison of the spectrum of'purified enzyme with the spectrum

of that prepared by Kusai from his paper (Kusai 1960) is made in fig.2.2.



Discussion.

The purity of an enzyme is established by showing that the final

product of purification consists of only one protein. If the product appears

homogenous by several different tests then there is a high probability that

it is the pure enzyme. i'iostof the tests are based of the physical properties

of proteins, but they ~ay include tests on catalytic properties also. Kusai

et al (1960) established the purity of their glucose oxidase preparation in

the following waySj-

1. By measuring spectrophotometrically the absorbance at 280nm per absorbance

at 460 nm. This ratio measured the protein content of the preparation per

flavin mOiety, and was found to be constamt for the final fractionation.

crystallisation and recrystallisation. Similarly lack of contamination by

coloured impurities was measured by the ratio of absorbance at 380 to 460 mn.

2. Ultracentrifugation was carried out in 0.1 M-acetate buffer pH 5.6, and

from the pattern obtaned the enzyme was said to be homogenous.

3. Electrophoresis in 0.1 M-acetate buffer pH 4.85 again showed the enzyme

to be homogenous.

None of these tests was carried out for the present enzyme preparations.

During chromatography it was noted that as the discrete yellow band with

glucose oxidase activity was eluted from the column, a brown coloured material

possibly catalase, remained at the top. Assays of the final product with

excess catalase or with 10-3 M-KCN (table 2.4.) showed that the enzyme was not

seriously contaminated with catalase. The spectrum of this enzyme was very

similar to that of Kusai's preparation. The latter had a specific activity of

of 100 mol oxygen uptake/mg protein/min compared with an average value of 65

for this preparation.

Unfortunately enzyme purity was not fully established and final specific

activity was low. Considerable loss of activity occurred at the chromatography

stage and further work should have been done in this area if this shorter

purification method is to supersede that of Kusai.

If>
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QRAPrER THREE THE ATTEMPTED PREPARATION OF THE J\POEN2YLiE OF
P. Al. GASAKIENSE GLUCOSE OXIDASE .AND REC01.lJ3INATION
EXPERD,IENlS WITHT'I-IE .APOENZYME Olt' A. lUGER GLUCOSE
OXIDAS~. -

In~ction.

Kusai (1960) described the preparation of the apoprotein of

~.amagasakiense glucose oxidase, by an acid-a~monium sulphate method

at 0°. He was able to recombine the apoprotein with both l!'ADand FMN

and obtained re~ation of 93% initial activity in the former case.

~ did not reactivate the enzyme, but it was found to combine with the

apoprct e i.n, Addit ion of glucose to both the FAD-enzyme and the FlvIT'I-

enzyme brought about reduction of the prosthetic group and a change in

their absorption spectra (see fig.3.1.). However the results showed

that the newly synthesised enzyme contained 6 moles flavin per mole

enzyme, of which 2 moles flavin were reduced by glucose addition.

He did not obtain enhanced flavin content when native enzyme was

incubated with excess FAD. To account for these facts, it was

suggested that the protein Was probably modified by the acid-ammonium

sulphate treatment, enabling a maximumcombination of 6 moles flavin

per mole enzyme. But further experiments failed to confirm that the

protein moiety had been modified sufficiently to be more susceptible

to proteinase digestion.

Although acid-arll.moniu.msulphate treatment is most comrnonly used to

split t is flavoprotein enzyme into its componerrt parts (see Pazur and

Kleppe 1964, Swoboda 19696.)it has been reported that ultra-violet light

will eLi.cit dissociation of the FAD- protein complex 0 the P. vitale

enzyme (Levina et al 1965). No attempt was made by these workers to

reactivate the enzyme. Klarner and co-workers (1969) have demonstrated

the dissociation of part of their s~~ple of glucose oxidase from ~ger,

into flavin and apopr ot e i,n after d.iaIy s i.s against 0.02 M-phosphate

buffer pH 11.4. They claim that full activity was regained on

neutralisation of the solution containing both parts of the enzyme.
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Dialysis against 1 M-potassium bromide has effected the

dissociat ion of the flavoprotein enzyme D-amino acid oxidase (Massey

and Curti 1966), while Komai, Massey and Palmer (1969) have obtained

deflavo xanthine oxidase by treatment of the holoenzyme with calcium

chloride at high concentrat ion, when the flavh\ was released as FiVm.

(High concentrations of calcium or magnesiwn ions cause hydrolysis

of FAD.)

Muller (1941) reported that his enzyme preparation oxidised

glucose both aerobically and anaerobically using 2,6-dichlorophenol

indophenol (DCPIP) as electron acceptor. Keilin and Hartree (1946)

have confirmed this as has Kusai, who found that anaerobic oxidation

of glucose occurred at a rate only 3.3JQ of that in the presence of

c!!d.ygen. He also showed not only that the ]:MNcontent of his Ii'11l'J-enzyme

could be reduced by a third on addition of glucose, but that anaerobic

reduction of added dye was faster with the :B1JvIN-enzymethan wit: the

FAD-enz me. Swoboda (196~ showed that for glucose oxidase from A.niger

}1iNdoes not bind to the apoprotein. In experiments where apoenzyme

was added to a mixture of F11Nand FAD, and the mixture assayed

Ll11.mediatelyfor regenerated glucose oxidase activity, Film was found

not to inhibit the -b i.ndi.ng of apoenzyme and FAD. Moreover , in

sedimentat ion experiment s the sedimentat ion pattern was the same for

apoenzyme and FMNtogether as it was for apoenzyme alone. The pattern

of sedimentation for apoenzyme and FADtogether was quite different.

Pazur & Kleppe (1964) noted on reactivating apoenzyme with FADand FMN,

that only the incubated FADplus apoenzyme had glucose oxidase activity-

~ethods and materials-

a) The purification of FAD.

The purification of commercial FAD (Sigma) was carried out by the

chromatography on a DEAE-cellulose column as described by Massey and

Swoboda (1963). However, gradient elut ion was used with phosphate

buffer between 0.1 M and 0.6 For all yellow fractions froM the

Ii
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column the absorbance at 450 nm was measured. The fluorescence of

these same fractions waS measured in a Farrand spectrofluorimeter mark

II (Farrand Optical Company Inc.) using an excitation wavelength of

460 nm and measuring the emission at 520 rm, The elution pattern is

shown in fig.3.2.
b) Preparation of apoenzyme from ~.amagasakiense glucose oxidase.

The methods of Kusai (1960) and Swoboda (1969a) were used. Both

methods utilise acid-w.LmoniQm sulphate treatment under slightly different
conditions of temperature and pH. In each case the final preoipitate

was assayed for residual glucose oxidase activity and for regenerated

activity after incubation of the precipitate with 10-3 M-FAD for 30

min at 250• Details of the assay are given in "Methods" chapter 2.

The method of Komai, Aassey and Palmer (1969) was tried, but

without the initial dialysis, which was designed to remove the

contaminating phosphate from their enzyme preparation.

c) Preparation of apoenzyme from A.niger glucose oxidase.

The method of Swoboda (1969a) was used. The final precipitate was

assayed as described in (b) above and the results snown in table 3.1.

Titration of the apoenzyme with FAD was carried out by incubating

equal volumes of 2.5 x 10-5 M-apoenzyme and FAD (var ious concentrat ions)

for 30 min at 25°C. The mixtures were then assayed for glucose oxidase

activity, and a graph was plotted of activity against concentration

of FAD (fig.3.~.)

Results.
The results of the chromatography of B'AD are shown in fig-3.2. Two

peaks of yellow, fluorescent material were eluted from the column. The

ratio of fluorescence to absorbance at 450 nm of the first peak was ten

times greater than that of the second peak. Hence the first peak was

",U"l" and the second w.asFAD.
Attempts to prepare the apoenzyme of glucose oxidase from

~.amagasakiense proved unsuccessful using both the Kusai and Swoboda
19



Table 3.1.

Results of an a120enzyme preparation using •• niger

E~ucose oxidase.

Protein Volume Specific activity
(biuret) ml 14 mol/miry'DJg
IU,l!jml

Holoenzyme 14.0 4 36.0

Apoenzyme 4.0 3

Apoenzyme after
in~bation with

2.0 6 12.710 Jot-FAD

Recovery of specific activity = 30%
Yield of apopr-ot e i.n = 21;0



methods. In each case when the final precipitate was tested for

activity in the absence of added FAD, activity was found. This

activity was not significantly enhanced by incubating the precipitate

with excess FADbefore assa,ying for activity. It was noticed that

most of the precipitate was still yellow even after five cycles of the

Kusai or Swoboda procedures.

An apoenzyme preparation by Dr-sSwob oda using the method of Komai

and coworkers, yielded about 107~ apopr ot e i n, However, the sma.lL

quantity of holoenzyme avail&)le prevented further attempts at

apoenzyme preparation. The results of' a typical apoenzy: e preparation

of 1::. niger enzyme using the Swoboda method are given in table 3.1•

It was observed that most of the yellow flavin was removed from the

enzyme during the first treatment by acid-runmonium sulphate at -50.
Not more than three cycles of the procedure were required in total to

remove the FAD content of the holoenzyme. 'I'he results of the t itrat ion

of the apoenzyme with FAD are shown in fig.3.~. From this it can be

seen that the end point of the t i tz-at Lon was 5 x 10-5 M-PAD for the

2.5x10-5 M-apoenzyme present. 'I'hi.s gives a max imam binding of 2 mol

FAD/mol apoenzyme.

Discussion

No preparation of ~.amagasakiens~ apoenzyme produced sufficient

yield for further experiments. Using 1::. niger apcensyme it was confirmed

that there are 2 moles FAD per mole protein in the enzyme.

Swoboda (1969a) discussed the possibility of the apoenzyme existing

in two forms Pl and P2, both of which were able to combine with FAD

as follows:-

PI ~ P2 ....................• (i)

P I-FAD - P 2-FAD ••••• (ii)

P2-FAD ••.•.•••.••••.••• (1.1.1.)

Kusai (1960) showed that whereas the P. amagasakiense apoenzyme

combined with both m and FAD, only the latter reactivated the enzyme

20



towards glucose and oxygen. However, the newly-synthesised FMN-enzyme

was more effective in the DCPIP assay than was the FAD-enzyme.

It had been hoped to distinguish between mechanisms (ii), and.

(i) and (iii) above, by investigating DCPIP and oxidase activity as

the apoenzyme combined with tAD and li'lrn at low temperatures. It has

been shown by Kalse and Veeger (1968) and Visser and Veeger (1968) that

in the case of 1ipoarnide dehydrogenase there are two stages of

regeneration of activity. When the apoenzyme monomer and FADare

incubated together the reconstituted enzyme has high DCPIP activity

and low activity towards oxidised lipoate. Prolonged incubation gives

holoenzyme (possibly a d.imer) with low DCPIP activity but high activity

towards oxidised lipoate.

.2..1



CHAPrER FOUR ENZYME INHIBITION BY HEAVY II1!£.&§.

.!,illroduction
The sensitivity of proteins to metals at very low concentrations

often results in denaturation and acconpany i.ng structural changes of the

protein molecule. In some cases the effect of these metals in bringing

about changes in the secondary and tertiary structure of the proteins has

been correlated with the catalytic oxidation of sulphydryl groups in the

protein. For example, Casola, Brumby and Massey (1966) and Casola and

Massey (1966) have shown that catalytic oxidation by metal ions of

sulphydryl groups in the enzyme lipoyl dehydrogenase results in a change
in the activity of the enzyme. Inhibition of enzymes by metals may be due

to structural changes in the protein chain, either around the active site

or at a site distant from the active site but involved in the catalytic

activity of the protein, the catalytic site.

In addition to the effects of metals on the protein constituents of

an enzyme, there are some reports of the complexing of metals to co-enzymes.

Albert (1953) reported a series of studies on the avidity of some natural

substances for trace metals. These natural substances included riboflavin,

a precursor of FAD, which showed a greater avidity for the ferrous ion than

for the cupric ion. In each case the avidity is thought to have been due

to the presence .of an ionisable hydroxyl group at the C-4 position, peri

to the tertiary heterocyclic nitrogen atom at position 5 in the isoalloxazine

nucleus of the riboflavin molecule.



Bamberg and Hemmerich (1961) have invest igated complexes of'silver

and isoalloxazine. Their results have shown the nature of the interact ion

between the ions of silver (1), copper (11) and mercury (11) but with no

other metal ions. Degtyar and Gulii (1967) have reported that while glucose

oxidase from ~~~ is inhibited by mercuric inhibitors, it is activated

by calcium and manganese salts. This latter finding is rather surprising

since Komai, Massey and Palmer (1969) have used high concent rations of

calciQm and of manganese to prepare deflavo xanthine oxidase. They found

that these salts caused hydrolysis of FAD.
Kusai (1960) has shown that for P.amagasakiense enzyme the catalytic

activity is strongly inhibited by sulphydryl reagents such as pC:MB,

HgC12' AgCl, CuS04. For the !.niger enzyme species Swoboda and Massey

(1965) could not detect any sulphydryl groups in either the oxidised or

reduced native enzyme when they reacted the enzyme with p-mercuri-acetate

and measured the excess mercurial compound polarographically. After

denaturation by heat or urea they obtained evidence of One cysteine (SH)

and two cystine (S-S) residues per molecule of'enzyme. Kleppe (1966)
confirmed that this glucose oxidase species was not inhibited in either

the oxidised or reduced form by mercurial compounds. Nakamura and Fujiki

(1968) have carried out a complete amino-acid analysis of the glucose

oxi.dases from !.niger and P. amagasakiense and have found that there are

7 sulphydryl residues per molecule of enzyme frtM_either source.

Nakamura and Ogura (1968) have obtained inhibition of'activity of the

A niger species by mercury (II), silver (1) and copper (II) salts, and by

pCMB and p-mercuriacetate. They have shown that the effect of these two

latter inhibitors is reversible by dilution.

I aterials and meth ads
Inlilbition studies were carried out in two ways, using the oxygen

electrode to assay for residual act ivity as described in "Materials and

1ethods", chapter 2.



(i) Preincubat ion method.
The enzyme and inhibitor were incubated together in the electrode

cell for various lengths of time before the addition of glucose to init iate

the react ion.

(ii) on-incubation method.
With the glucose and inhibitor in the cell, the enzyme solution was

added last of all to start the reaction.
The first method was used to obviate the lag period in inhibition

experiments. The latter method should give identical results if the

inhibition is reversible. If part of the inhibition was a slow reaction,

then the preincubated assay would show a different rate of initial

activity to that of the non-incubated assas·
In some experiments potassium cyanide (10-4 M-final concentration)

was added to inhibit any traces of catalase with which the enzyme might
be contaminated. Such a contarnination would upse t the stoichiometry of the

reaction by regenerating oxygen in the electrode cell.
Most experiments were carried out in 0.1 M-phosphate buffer pH 6.0 at

Z50C. In experiments with pC$lB0.1 M-pyrophosphate buffer pH 7.0 was used.

With copper sulphate as inhibitor 0.01 M-acetate buffer pH 6.0 was used.

The final enzyme concentration was 3.0 x 10-9 M (active site concentration).

Results---
a) Effect of time of incubation on inhibition by HgC12

The effect of incubating enzyme and inhibitor for various tLmes before

assaying for activity is compared with no preincubation in the following

table.

."4



The effect of_Ere incubation on inhibition

~reincubation (miEl , ~O__ 1 5 10 _ _1.2

17 19 21 17 17

Similar results were obtained at higher inhibitor concentrations. It can

be seen that no difference was observed in the percentage inhibition

obtained using either the preincubation method or the non-incubation

method.

b) Effect of concentration of mercuric salts on the extent of inhibition..
The results are summarised in the following table. Five minutes

preincubation was used throughout these assays..

l~~n by various mercuric salts

Inhibitor final
_ cone.(11) ________ ~10~-_4 10-5 ___ _12-4+ _

Inhibitor--
____ -__1~bition ('(0) _

HgC12

HgBr2
Hg( ~D3)2 basic

pCMB

81 19 88 76

23
72

88
45

75 96
+ values from Kusai 1960

Various concentrations of Hg(C )2 had no inhibitory effect

c) Effect of KC on the inhibition of activity
As can be seen from the following table, the presence of a ten-fold

excess of cyanide in inhibition assays caused reversal of inhibition
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The effect of KCN on inl1.ibition

% inhibition

-HgBr2 + enzyme 23

" + 10-3 -KC + enzyme o

93
-2+ 10 M-KCN + enzyme o

This reversal of inhibition was also demonstrated in the following way. An
inhibition assay was set up as described in "Materials and Met hods" and the

progress of the assay was followed on a pen recorder. After 100 sec the

addition of a ten-fold excess of cyanide over inhibitor was made to the

electrode cell. A change in the rate of oxygen uptake by the enzyme was

seen immediately. This is shown in fig.4.l.

100

o 100 200

Fig.4.l. ddition of 10-3 M-KC to an inhibition assas containigg

10-4 -HgC12.

In this experiment the inhibition assay showed that the enzyme had lost

88% of its activity. On addition of the ten-fold excess of KCl glucose
2G,



oxidase activity was restored to 100% as if no inhibitor was present.

d) Effect of inhibition by silver salts
In all cases when the silver salt was dissolved in 0.1 M-phosphate

buffer pH 6.0, a fine yellow precipitate was formed. This may have been

silver triphosphate, which is a yellow salt, and it rendered the inhibitor

solution unusable. It is likely that silver salts are not precipitated by

other buffers but none were tried. Kusai (1960) reported that silver

chloride brought about 88% inhibition at 10-4,.

e) To investigate whether cation inhibition is due to a dipole or metal

ion effect.
For a metal salt consist ing of metal Ii and ligand L, the following

equation can be applied to its dissociation:-

ML

where Keq is the equilibrium
constant

When the concentration of undissociated salt (ML) is held constant in

solution there will be a fixed proportion of dissociated salt in the form

of metal ion and ligand, the proportion being determined by the equilibrium

constant.
Copper sulphate was chosen as an easy inhibitor to use. Kusai (1960)

obtained 30% inhibition at 10-4 M and 0 at 10-5 '1. For copper sulphate

K = 223.9. Thus using a constant concentration of CuS04 (5 x 10-5M) in
eq

ass~s, it was possible to carry out enzyme ass~s at different concentrations
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of undissociated salt by adding various calculated amounts of sulphate in

the form of sodiQm sulphate to the ass~ mixture. When the percentage

undissociated Ou804 is plotted against sulphate ion concentration, the

following curves can be predicted for the concentrations of free metal ion

and salt in the assay mixture.

100
100

1o
1

Fig.4.2. Predicted curves for dissociation of metal salt.

As the proportion of ligand is increased in the assay mixture, the amount

of free metal ion decreases while the amount of undissociated salt increases.

Fig.4.3. shows the experimental curve obtained, and as can be seen, enzyme

activity increased as the concentration of free metal ion decreased. That

is, the enzyme was inhibited by free metal ions in solution and as the

metal ion concentration cic.c~ •• ci I the enzyme recovered its catalytic

activity. Therefore inhibition by Ou804 is due to the dissociated

copper cation and not to the salt.The presence of weak acetate buffer was

thought to have no effect on the copper ion concentration since copper

acetate is soluble in aqueous solution up to 0.35 molar.
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Qiscussion
The inhibition of P.amagasaki~ glucose oxidase by metal salts

has been described by Kusai (1960). In this paper he showed that at the

same molarity, GuS04, AgCl and HgC12 brought about the same degree of

inhibition of the enzyme. For copper sulphate it has been shown that

inhibition is due to the copper cation. It seems likely therefore that the

free cations of silver and mercury, and not the undissociated salts, are
responsible for inhibition shown by silver and mercury compounds respectively.

Inhibition by mercurial compounds was confirmed experimentally at
concentrations similar to those used by Kusai. Both the preincubation and
the non-incubation experLments gave identical results indicating that there

was no slow reaction between the enzyme and inhibitor.
From kinetic studies, Nakamura and Ogura (1968) have shown that

mercury (II) competes with oxygen for the reduced form of the enzyme,
and not with glucose for the oxidised form. They analysed the inhibit ion

by mercury (II) and silver (I) compounds using the double reciprocal plot

method (see appendix 1). From the graphs obtained the inhibition by silver
was shown also to be competitive with oxygen for the reduced enzyme species.

This was confirmed by stopped-flow experiments. Using difference absorption

spectra they also showed that the change in spectrum of free FAD when
mercury (II) was added to it was sLmilar to the difference between the

spectrQm of the enzyme and that of enzyme + mercury (II) or enzyme +

silver (I). However using kinetics to investigate the binding sites of

these two metals, they found that the binding sites are different for the

.metals.
It has been shown that free cupric ions are responsible for the

inhibition when CuS04 is used, and has been suggested that mercuric ions

are responsible when mercuric compounds are used as inhibitors.



According to Cotton and Wilkinson (1962) mercuric halides exist aLmost

exclusively (99%) in the undissociated form. Thus although a ten

thousand fold gross excess of inhibitor over enzyme was used in these

experiments, there would only be very small amounts of free mercuric ion

present. The amount present depends on the salt used and its concentration,

but using 10-5 M-HgC12 and 3 x 10-9 M-enzyme, 10-7 M-mercuric ion br-ought

about 81% inhibition. ercuric bromide dissociates to a smaller extent

and sa the percentage inhibition was smaller at the same salt molarity.

Cyanide has been used to reactivate mercury inhibited enzymes e.g.

yeast enolase (Warburg and Christian 1942). The reversal of mercuric
inhibition of glucose oxidase by cyanide may be explained as follows.

Mercuric cyanide is very undissociated in water. When cyanide was added
to the inhibition assays, the mercuric ions associated with the cyanide

ions to form undissociated mercuric cyanide, leaving the enzyme in an

uninhibited state.
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CHAPI'ER FIVE. THE EFFECT OF BISULPHI'rE ON THE SPEC'l'RA.L .Al'ill FUNCTIONAL
PROPERTIES OF P. Al.1AGASAKIENSE GLUCOSE OXIDASE

Introduct ion

Swoboda and assey (1966) have studied the effects of bisulphite

addition to _. niger glucose oxidase in terms of its effects on the absorbance

and fluorescence spectra of the enzyme. As a result they have postulated

the existence of an enzyme-bisulphite complex, which they s.rowed to be

inactive with molecular oxygen. The complex reacted very slowly with

glucose. The new species was characterised by the bleaching of the

visible spectrum of the oxidised enzyme, and the appearance of' a new

shoulder of absorption at about 330 'I'hLs new absorption spectrum

was sLmilar to but not identical with that of the fully reduced enzyme,

indicating that bis i Iph i.t e was not a s ImpLe reducing agent of' the

enz me. An equilibriQm constant could be calculated for the reaction;

the extent of reaction of oxidised enzyme with bisulphite being dependent

on the concentration of bisulphite, of' enzyme, on the temperature and on

the pH of the reaction.

IIassey and Muller (1969) and ,lassey et al (1969) have studied the

reactivity of flavoproteins with bisulphite at pH 7.0 and above, when the

bisulphite has dissociated to sulphite.

1(, K ~ ~ _.1 rKI" 1.'81H + + ~SO- I, 4" 10 M
~z 503

I

3 -7
If K~ K '" 1.02,,10 tv( rl<~" b.~1.1.

U+ + 50;- Q\- IcgoC

They found that only flavoproteins which reacted catalytically with

molecular oxygen as H acceptor could form sulphite adducts. One sulphite

molecule was bound per flavin mo.l.ecaLe , As a result of studies on

model compounds they concluded that the sulphite molecule bound to the

-5 position in the isoalloxazine ring. This confirmed the findings of

Kaplan (1960) who worked on addition compounds of sulphite and pyridine
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nucleotides, that the sulphite was bound at the -5 position.

lhe rrumberie8 of the
isoalloxazine rigs

Materials and Methods
All absorption spectra were measured on a Cary model-14

spectropnotometer, fitted with a sensitive slidewire (0 - 0.1 OD units).

Quartz cells were used, the temperature of the cell and contents being
maintained at 25°C. Spectra were run from 550nm to 300nm against a water

blank, to which bisu~phite additions were made when bisulphite was added

to the experimental solution. The enzyme'was made up in 0.1 M-acetate

buffer at the appropriate pH, with 10-4 M-EDTA present to remove any traces

of metal ions. Each spectrum was recorded 5 min after each bisu~phite

addition. Spectral measurements were corrected for dilution of the sample

by successive bisulphite additions. Prior to each set of experLments, the

enzyme solution was spun at 50,000g in a Beckman L-2 centrifuge for &J min.

Any denatured protein and dust particles were precipitated as a

sediment in the centrifuge tube, and only the supernatant was used in

spectrophotometric experLments in order to overcome opalescence problems.

Enzyme activity studies were performed using an oxygen electrode

(see ",aterials and 11 ethod.s'", chapter 2.) 0.1 M-acetate buffer containing

10-4 M-EDTA was used.

FluorLmeter experiments were performed in a Farrand spectrofluorimeter

Mark II (Farrand Optical Co.Inc.), using an excitation wavelength of
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295 nm, and measuring the emission at 350 run. Slit widths of 5 mm

were used for the excitation light path and 20 mm for the emission path.

1 ml bisulphite in buffer solution (containing 3 x 10-3 M-EDTA) was

added to 2 ml enzyme (1.67 x 10-7 M-active site concentration) in a

fluorimeter cell. The fluorescence was measured before and after

addition. A perspex block was used to check and adjust the fluorescent

emission of the lamp to an arbitrarily fixed standard. The temperature

of'the cell and contents was maintained at 250C.
Fresh bisulphite solutions were prepared daily from 5 ml ampoules

of 35% sodiQm bisulphite solution (British Drug Houses Ltd., micro-

analytical grade) to overcome the problem of slow air oxidation of

bisulphite.

Results
Two control experiments were performed on bisulphite solutions, to

test the stability of the solutions towards oxidation by air in solution,

and towards cyanide in oxygen electrode assays. The results of these
control experLrnents were utilised in subsequent experiments using bisulphite

solutions.
Metal ions can be shown to catalyse the oxidation of bisulphite, by

performing an experiment as in a) ~e.lowwith just bisulphite and heavy

metal ions in solution in the electrode cell. Therefore in all subsequent

experiments with bisulphite no cyanide was added, and unless otherwise

stated, EDTA was present in a ratio of 1:50 to bisulphite concentration.

a) Control experiment on the oxidation of bisulphite solutions.

Bisulphite solutions were injected into the cell of an oxygen electrode

containing buffer (0.1 l-acetate pH3-5 or 0.1 M-phosphate pH 6.0). The

uptake of oxygen, corresponding to the oxidation of bisulphite by dissolved
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Oxygen was followed on a moving-pen recorder. EDTA prevented this

oxidation of bisulphite when present at a concentrat ion of not less than

1 mole EDTA per 50 moles bisulphite (Ford-Hutchinson 1969) during the

period of the experiment (5 min). The ElYI'Aprobably functioned by

removing traces of metal ions from solution, since some metal ions
.catalyse bisulphite oxidation.

b) Control experiment on the effect of cyanide in inhibition ass~s
containing bisulphite.

An oxygen electrode assay was set up with bisulphite present at a
concentration of 2.0 x 10-4 L, and 10-3 !I-potassium cyanide was added to

the assay mixture in the cell. On addition of enzyme U.O x 10-6.Nr)no
inhibition of enzyme activity was observe When the experiment was

repeated with 10-3 -EillA also present, some inhibition of catalytic
activity was obtained. When only bisulphite and excess cyanide were

present in the electrode cell, uptake of oxygen was observed. This

uptake of oxygen was prevented by addit ion of EDI'A t0 the electrode cell,
to a final concentration of at least 10-3 M. The cyanide had been added

to inhibit any traces of catalase in the glucose oxidase preparation,

which might interfere with the stoichiometry of the reaction. It was of

~ALAR reagent grade, but the experiment indicates that minute traces

of metal ions must have been introduced into the reaction mixture by the
addition of cyanide solution.

c) Effect of bisulphite on enzyme activity at various pH values.

Glucose oxidase activity was assayed by the oxygen electrode

technique. 0.1 ~-acetate buffer at pH 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5 was

used. The results were aulysed using the double reciprocal plot method

of Lineweaver and Burk (1934). The theory is described in appendix 1.
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A typical set of plots is reproduced in fig.5.l. The values of RI'

the inhibition constant, at various pH values is shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Variation of KI with pH (oxygen electrode assay).

pH
5·55.0
4.5
4.0
3·5
3.0

RI CM)
1.97 x 10-4
4.03 x 10-5
2.09 x 10-5
1.12 x 10-5
0.89 x 10-5
0.95 x 10-5

(Enzyme concentrat ion = 303 x 10-6M)

The K values were plotted as -log10 K against pH, to give a Dixon
plot (Dixon 1953) shown in fig. 5.2•

~
o
oo....

4.0

• •

J.'- J---,.----r----,r----,----.,.--i---..,
3.0 4.0 5.0 ".0

pH

Fig.,.2. Dixon plot of K values obtained from oxygen electrode

experiments with bisulphite.



In fig.5.1 for the plot of reciprocal velocity against reciprocal

glucose concentration, the resulting lines (for experiments with and

without bisulphite present) intercepted on the vertical axis. This

indicated that the inhibitor Vias competing with glucose f'or the oxidised

form of the enzyme. The plot of reciprocal velocity against reciprocal

oxygen concentration showed the comparable lines parallel to each other,

indicating uncompetitive inhibition (see appendix 1). The simple

explanat ion is that the bisulphite only combines with the oxidised

enzyme species, the rate equat ion for which is

e
CPo ~(I+~ ) +

C:P1
=- + [011Vo (Cl1 K1

where e is enzyme concentration, "0 is initial velocity of the reaction,

I is concentration of inhibitor, 4> , ~ , and 4 are rate constants ino I a

Dalziel notation (Dalziel 1957). The parallel lines of' uncompetitive

inhibition indicate that there is no change in the rate of reaction

and therefore no inhibitor term is needed for ~ /(0.&1·
The Dixon plot of fig.5.2. is based on the theory proposed by

Dixon (1953). Rules are laid down for a graph of -log K plotted

against pH, which are sum.rnarised below

a) The graph consists of straight line sections joined by

short curved parts.

b) The straight portions have integral slopes.

c) Each bend indicates the pK of an ionising group in one of the

components, and the straight portions when produced intersect at a

pH corresponding to the pK.

d) Each pICproduces a change of 1 unit in the slope.

e) Each pICof a group situated in either the free enzyme or the

free substrate produces a downward curve; an upward bend indicates

a group in the enzyme-substrate complex.

r) The curvature at the bends is such that the graph misses the

intersection point of the neighbouring straight parts by a
5~



Fig. 5.3. Effect of bisulphi te on absorption spectrum.
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vertical distance of 0.3 units.

g) The slope of any straight line section is numerically equal

to the change of charge occurring in that pH range when the

complex dissociates into free enzyme and free substrate.

From these rules it will be seen bhat for the graph in fig. 5· 2. the

change in slope = -1, that the graph bends downwards and that the produced

straight portions intersect at pH 4.25. The pK f'or bisulphite dissociating

to sulphite is 6.9. Therefore the enzyme contains a singly charged group

of pK 4.25, which combines witi1 bisulph i teo

d) Effect of bisulphite on the absorption spectrum at various pH.

Successive additions of bisulphite were made aerobically to a

solution of enzyme (active site conoentration 10-5-11) in 0.1 M-acetate

buffer at pH 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0. The ef'fect of' bisulphite on the

absorption spectrum at one pH is shown in fig.5.3. Results similar to

those published for A.Eiger glucose oxidase (Swoboda and Massey 1966)
were obtained, and included the observation that the bleached enzyme did

not react with oxygen and that molar excesses of bisulphite were required

for bleaching.

Since an isosbestic point was obtained, it was assumed that two

species were present i.e. enzyme and enzyme-bisulphite complex. From

the changes in optical density at a particular wavelength (450nrn) the

equilibrium concentrations of enzyme, bisulphite and enzyme-bisulphite

complex were determined. The dissociation constant, K, was calculated

at different pH values

[enzyme] lbisulphite]
K =

[enzyme-bisulphite complex]

The theory of the determination of' K from spectral data is given in

appendix 2.

The K values obtained for a range of bisulphite concent.r at Lons at



Table 5.2. Variation of K with bisulphi~ concentration.

(Enzyme concentration = 4.31 x 10-~ pH 5.0)

Bisulphite conc % change in Dissoc iat ion
(M) absorbance at 450nm constant K ( )

1.063 x 10-6 8 1.395 x 10-5

7.211 x 10-6 15 056 x 10-5

2.253 x 10-5 43 3·031 x 10-5

3.771 x 10-5 54 3·242 x 10-5

9.708 x 10-5 77 3.030 x 10-5

Table 5.3. Variation of K with pH

-6 )(Enzyme cone = 4.88 x 10

pH Dissociation constant K (M)

5·5 1.072 x 10-4

5.0 3.30 x 10-5

4.5 2.67 x 10-5

-64.0 7.00 x 10

3.5 5.00 x 10-6

3.0 7.24 x 10-6
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Fig.,.4. Dixon plot of K values obtained from spectra:

wi th bisulphite.
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Fig,5.5. Variation in protein fluorescence of the enzyme on
addition of bisulphite with pH.

Bisulphite at pH 3.5, a.5, ,.5 added at zero time.

•~--------..-------------~.------------~--------------_.---------

o
o 1 2 5

T(m in)

1 ml 0.3 M-bisulphite in 0.1 l-i-acetatebuffer added to 2 ml enzyme solution

(1.67 x 10-7 M-active site concentration). The bisulphite solution contained

3 x 10-3 M-EDTA. The excitation wavelength was 295 nm, and the emission

wavelength was 350 nm.



constant pH are given in table 5.2. It will be seen that K is constant

over a range of bisulphite concentrations. The K values obtained at

different pH values for constant bisulphite concentration are in table 5.3.

These values were plotted as -log10 K against pH, as described in the

preceding section, in fig.5.4. The enzyme species is shown to have a

singly charged group of :pK 4.2.

e) Investigation by fluorescence of the addition of bisulphite to the

enzyme at various pH values.
Fluorescence changes at 350 ~m~ using an excitation wavelength of

295 n~, were measured before and after additions of bisulphite. It is
seen in fig.5.5. that the fluorescence of the enzyme doubled on addition

of bisulphite in 0.1 M-acetate buffer pH 3.5, 4.5, 5.5. Within

experLmental error the change in fluorescence was the aame at each of

the pH values. No change in fluorescence was observed over a per iod

of 2 min. The buffers alone did not bring about a change in protein

fluorescence.

f) Investigation of the order of bisulphite addition by fluorescence

measurements.
The fluorescence of a protein is extremely sensitive to changes in

the protein structure or external environment. The concentration of

protein required is smaller than that required for spectral exper Lmerrts,

so that if bisulphite addition caused any changes in the protein structure,

or of the environment near the site of addition, it should be reflected in

a change in fluorescence.
t pH 3.5 the above fluorescence experiment was repeated over a

longer period. An initial rapid rise in fluorescence was obtained, followed

by a slow decrease in fluorescence over a period of 5 min, eventually

reaching the initial value. Using the equation for 1st order reactions,

the slow reaction was analysed.
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a

a-x
= kt

where a is initial concentration of enzyme, (a-x) is the concentration

of enzyme remaining at tLme t when the concentration of product is x,

k is the velocity constant. The results are shown in fig.5.6. From the

shape of the graph it can be seen that the slow reaction follows 1st order

kinetics. The velocity constant has a value of 0.018 min-1 and is

independent of bisulphite concentration.

;Ql;scussion
It was found that the oxidation of bisulphite by molecular oxygen

in solution was prevented in the presence of EDTA. The addition of

cyanide (as potassium cyanide in solution) t'Jthe bisulphite appeared to

encourage oxidation of the bisulphite. Very small concentrations of

metal ions (of the order of 10-6M) will assist this oxidat ion (Perfetto

1969 personal communication) and it seems likely therefore that the role of

EDTA is chelating these metal ions present in the buffer and other air-

saturated solutions. The addition of potassium cyanide at concentrat ions

of the same order as that of EDTA, upset the equilibrium and left

sufficient metal ions in solution (from. trace impurities in the cyanide)

to catalyse the oxidation of bisulphite.
The action of bisulphite in bleaching this enzyme was the same

as that described by Swoboda and Mas sey (1966) for the t;. niger species.

The extent of formation of enzyme-bisulphite complex as proposed by them,

was shown to be dependent on pH and On bisulphite concenbr atLon for the

P.amagasakiense species too. Concomitant with the bleaching of the

enzyme was a loss of glucose oxidase activity. This change was irreversible

by oxygen and therefore not a reduction reaction. The pr8sence in the

spectra of fig.S.3. of an isosbestic point confirmed the suggestion that an

enzyme-bisulphite complex was being formed from 2 different species.

The twa-fold increase in fluorescence of the enzyme protein on

bisulphite addition may indicate some change in the oonf'crmation of the



enzyme. The fluorescence measured at 295/350 nm was that of tryptophan

residues in the protein, with a possible small contribution from tyrosine

residues. Swoboda (1969a) showed that such an increase in fluorescence

could be brought about by the breaking of a weak bond between the enzyme

protein and the FAD moiety. However addition of glucose to glucose oxidase

also brings about increased fluorescence because of an internal transfer of

energy in the enzyme. This allows full expression of the fluorescence

W ri.chwas previously quenc ed in part.
From the experiment to find the rate constant and order of reaction

of bisulphite binding, it appeared that the binding occurred in two

stages which could be represented by the following equation:-

E + bisulphite (B) ~ E'B' k EB

Bisulphite was at a concentrat ion a thousandfold greater than the
dissociation constant (K) value. Hence the first reaction (of increased

fluorescence) was very fast, while the second was a slow reaction obeying
-1

1st order kinetics, and having a velocity constant k = 0.0003 sec. It

is possible that metal ions, present as a contaminant, were catalysing

the oxidation of bisulphite in the reaction solution and thus reducing the

amount of complex formed (if any). This theory is supported by the fact

that the slow decay of fluorescence continued until the initial value

of that for the enzyme alone was reached.
The dissociation constant was found to be dependent on pH (table 5.3.)

as shown by Swoboda and Massey( 1966) for !::. niger. The effect of hydrogen

ion concentration On enzyme-bisulphite complex formation can be represented

by the equat ion
+ HSO 3

This mechanism has been proposed for the P.notatum enzyme (Bright and

.Appleby 1969) and for ~.niger enzyme (Weibel and Bright 1971). Eo

represents the oxidised enzyme species which at low pH becomes protonated

and susceptible to bind~ng of anions. Glucose does not bind to the
40



protonated forr~ The dissociation constant for the complex

K = [enzyme] [bisulphite J
[enzyme-H+- bisulphite complex]

when the K values were plotted as - 10gi0 K versus pH in a Dixon plot,

two straight intersecting lines were obtained using the Dixon rules

(Dixon 1949, 1953) one horizontal and the other with a slope of -1.

The intersection corresponded to pH 4.2 (fig.5.2 and 5.4.) which

according to the Dixon rules applied to the plots represented the pK

of an ionising group in the enzyme (bisulphite has a p';: of 6.9).

Only two possible ionisations are available

(i) the carboxyl group of an acidic ai ina-acid

-COOH
The ~ -carboxyl of aspartic acid has a pK of 3.86, while that of

glutamic acid is 4.25. However the increased inhibition of anion with

increasing hydrogen ion concentration excludes this possibility because
(:I"l H.e t,bove eq_hc<II)

t increasing H+ 1\ w cuLd cause less carboxyl groups to remain ionised.

Also it would not be expected that anions eg bisulphite would combine

with negatively charged carboxyl residues but rather be repelled by them..

(ii) ionisation of adenine of the FADmoiety

-NH2 + H+ -----Jo -NH +
3

This ionisation of the adenine amine group has a pK of ~l (Bendich 1955).

This seems a more likely ionisation to take place in the enzyme, in view

of the anionic nature of the inhibitor which would be attracted to the

charged amine group. Also the adenine is sterically close to the N-5

position of the iso alloxazine ring, near which glucose oxidation is

thought to occur (Brown and Hami.Lton 1970, Weibel and Bright 1971)

~'Qia,gram of the planes of the
l~alloxazine ri28 and adenine
~f._!!Q
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In a position adjacent to, or in association with the adenine amino group,

the bisulphite might block the attachment and subsequent oxidation of glucose.

Hence bisulphite competes with the glucose, as confirmed by the

Lineweaver-Burk plots.

Since bisulphite brings about a bleaching of the enzyme, its

position i ust be sufficiently close to the N-5 of the isoalloxazine ring

to donate its electron pair even to the extent of forming a bond.

A suggested mechanism is

~N ....

I'N~
..... "','/

NK~

1

.&"'" ...

/;:. ....
t(

"r' •.. N.......
NW: ·1·
-0 -5 ..0

IOH

The reaction of the reduced enzyme with oxygen is prevented because of

the irreversible blocking of the N-5 position by the bisulphite

molecule. It is noted that in the above meehsnl.smthe character of the

5 10_ N _C = C_ oN _ of the isoalloxazine ring is the same as that of

reduced FAD.
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INHIBITION BY HALIDE AND OTH~_!NI.9l.'mAT_LOW ,EH

It was observed that at low pH, chloride ions inhibited

E.am~asakiense glucose oxidase activity. A further investigation was

carried out at low pH into the effect of halide and other anions on the

enzyme. Results for the bisulphite ion are included in chapter 5.

Kusai (1960) has shown that at pH 5.6 hydroxylamine, hydrazine,
phenylhydrazine, sodium bisulphite and dimed.one are all good inhibitors

of P.amagasakiense glucose oxidase. At 10-2 M concentrations between 60

and 90% inhibition was obtained. He did not obtain inhibition with

sodiQm fl~~de, sodiQm azide and semicarbazide.

Working with P.notatQm enzyme, Bright and Appleby (1969) found that

the presence of halides at low pH caused an increase in the pKI
of the oxidised enzyme. From kinetic studies in the absence of halide,

they deduced that at low pH the oxidised enzyme species became protonated

and that only the unprotonated form was active.

In the presence of halide anions, the equilibrium represented by eguation(i)

was shif'ted to the right because the protonated form of the enzyme

preferentially combined with the anions. A change in the pKI from

4.0 to 5.0 was obtained.

Equation (i) was confirmed for A. niger enzyme by Weibel and Bright

(1971) and it was shown that the enzyme species Eoxli+ had little or no

affinity for glucose. The effectiveness of halides in bringing about a

change in the maximum turnover number (k t) was found to be F-» Cl~Br-.ca



Materials and ethods

All experLments which were carried out using an oxygen electrode were

as described in chapter 2. In inhibitor assays the inhibitor and enzyme

were preincubated for 5 min before addition of glucose to initiatethe

reaction. E[ITA (10-31-final concentration) was present in all assays to

remove any metal ion impurities which might interfere with the assay.

0.1 l'i -acetate buffer was used at pH 5.5 and 3.5.
The spectrophotometric experiments were carried out on a Cary mOdel-14

recording spectrophotometer. Small volQme additions of inhibitor were

made to the spectrophotometric cell and the resulting spectra were

corrected for volume dilution.

Results

a) Inhibition by halides at pH 3.5 and 5.5 (oxygen electrode assay)

Using an enzyme concentration of 1.062 x 10-8 M, the pattern of

inhibition by halides at pH 3.5 and 5.5 was investigated, and is set

out in table 6.1. below.

Table 6.1. ~nt~e inhibition at various inhibitor concent.rations.

Concentration of inhibitor (M)

10-5 10-4 10-3 10-~

NaI at pH 5·5 2
" " pH 3·5 3 18 22

NaBr at pH 5.5 13
" " pH 3.5 16 41 57
aCl at pH 5·5 8
II " pH 3.5 10 36 50

NaF at pH 5.5 6
It " pH 3.5 11 45



Fig.6.1. neciprocal plots of activity inhibited by .aCl.
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Table 6.2.

Inhibition constants for a series of anions at pH ~•.2.-
KI (M)

NaB' 5.80 X 10-4
aCl 4.79 x 10-4

NaBr 3.52 x 10-4
Nal 1.01 x 10-3
NaSCN 2.07 x 10-4
NaOCN 8.16 x 10-5
1aAs02 1033 x 10-3
Na azide 3.61 x 10-5
I aHS03 5.00 x 10-6

NH2OH.HCl 4.04 x 10-4
RCOONa 2.67 x 10-3

Table 603.

Inhibition~tants for halid~ from see~ra a!_E~.

Kr (])

NaP 1.70 x 10-3
NaCl l.18 x 10-3
NaBr 1.17 x 10-3
NaI 1.42 x 10-3
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b) Inhibition by various compounds at pH 3.5 (oxygen electrode assay)~

A typical Lineweaver-Burk plot of 1/substrate concentration against

l/(rate of reaction) is shown in fig.6.1. From this the inhibition

constant (Kl) for a given inhibitor was obtained and a table of suCh

values for inhibitors at pH 3.5 is given in table 6.2. From the form

of the reciprocal plots (fig.6.l) it can be seen that the inhibitor

competes with glucose for the oxidised enzyme. In l*, 't.c.iproc..4l \-1• .-

in which the oxygen concentration was varied, no change in slope of the

line was found on addition of an inhibitor. The intercept on the
ordinate of the plot (in which the glucose concentration was varied and

the oxygen concentration was kept constant), indicates that the nature

of the inhibition is "competitive", (see appendix 1.)

c) Investigation of halide inhibition at low pH spectrophotometrically.

A typical picture of the change in spectral pattern with additions

of inhibitor is sh~vn in fig.6.2. The KI value for each inhibitor was

obtained (see appendix 2) and these are set out in table 6.3·

Discussion
.A. number of anions have been shown to have an inhibitory effect on

glucose oxidase activity at low pH. This includes fluoride and azide

although Kusai (1960) could not shoW that they inhibited enzyme activity

at pH 5.6. The halide ions were shown to have a stronger inhibitory

effect at pH 3.5 than at pH 5.5 (see table 6.1). From the plots of

reciprocal velocity against reciprocal substrate concentration, (fig.6.1.)

it is clear that the halide inhibitors cQ pete with glucose for the

enzyme in its oxidised state. The may be represented as follows:-

E + q ~
0""

P, + E red

+

I -;=! EI
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where Eox is the oxidised enzyme, G is glucose, PI is D-glucono-~-lactone,
I is inhibitor and El is enzyme-inhibitor species.

The apparent af fini ty of the enzyme for the inhibitor was sens itive

to a Lower Lng of pH of the reaction (table 6.1.) Thus as the enzyme

becrune protonated the degree of binding of anionic inhibitors increased.

'I'hisprotonat i on of glucose oxidase at low pH, and subseguent reaction

with halide anions has been demonstrated for ~.notatQm enzyme (Bright and
Appleby 1969) and for A.niger enzyme (Weibel and Bright 1971). The

latter authors have found that in the reduct ive half-reaction of glucose
oxidase, the substrate glucose only combines with an unprotonated f'oz-m

of the enzyme. Furthermore, at low pH and in the presence of halide, the

max imum turnover number is determined entirely by the rate of f'lavin reduction

(k2) in the reductive half-reaction, which they represented as f'ollows:-

+ +

In the spectrophotometric experiments, addition of'halide at low pH

brought abo~t a change in the 450 nm peak of the spectrum. This wavelength

corresponds to FAD absorption. Thus it seems that the halide ions either

interact with charged groups on the F.AD molecule itself', or with charged

amino-acids of the enzyme protein in the vicinity of the FAD molecule.

The inhibition by bisulphite anion, described in chapter 5, was stown to

involve a chemical group having a pK of 4.2. In chapter 5 reasons were

discussed for suggesting that the group involved was the -1~2 of the

adenine of'FAD. Although the addition of halides did not bleach the

enzyme spectrum , it is suggested that the same

group is involved in the halide binding. Weibel and Bright (1971)

have presumed that the binding of halide at low pH induces a minor

conformational change in the enzyme which affects both the binding of



substrate and flavin reduction. They have found that halide effects

disappear at pH values greater than 6.0, which reinforces their

theory of enzyme protonation at low pH.
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CHAPTER SEVEN. DYE-SENSITISED PHOTO-OXIDATION-- .

A systematic investigation of the effect of visible light in the

presence of methylene blue dye and oxygen on amino-acids and proteins was

first carried out by Weil, Gordon and Buj'cher t (1951). Prior to this

such experiments on the "photo-dynamt,c effect" of' light and dye had

been carried out on whole organisms. These experLments were extremely

difficult to interpret, and they have been reviewed by Blum (1932)

and Arnow (1936).

It was while using light and methylene blue dye on nicot ine that

Weil and aher (1950) followed the photo-oxidative effect on

particular chemical groups. They found that degradation of the

aromat ic (pyrrolidine) ring had occurred. 'I'hey were able to correlate

the extent of photo-oxidation and the wavelength of light used. This

technique was used on lactogobulin (Weil and Buchert 1951), lysozyme

(Wei1 et al 1952), chymotrypsin (Weil et al 1953), and ribonuclease

(Weil et al, 1955). It Was shown that the technique had no effect on

the viscosity or the sOlubility of the protein, and that it did not

hydrolyse peptide bonds within the protein. However, photo-oxidation

of hist idine, tyrosine, trypt ophan, methionine and cyst Lne residues

had occurred. Wher methylene blue is used as sensitiseI' in photo-

oxidation reactions with free amino-acids, histidine, tyrosine

tryptophan and methionine are oxidised at rates of the same order

oJ magnitude as above (where they are protein-bound) in the pH range

4.0 - 9.0 (Weil et al 1951~ 1952; Vodrazka, Cejka and Salak 1961).

The photo-oxidation of histidine has been the subject of special

investigations by Koshland and others (1958, 1960a, 1960b).

A PQrnberof dyes have been used as sensitisers in photo-oxidation

exper Lments. S1uyterman (1962) has used proflavine (3,6-diamino acridine)

4'(



as sensitiser. In his experiments the amino-acids histidine,

tyrosine, tryptophan and methionine were oxidised. He found that

the pH of the experi.mental solution had a profound effect on the

oxidation rate and on which of the four amino-acids Was oxidised.

Extensive experi.ments on the photo-oxidation of the enzyme

yeast enolase, with Rose Bengal as sensitising dye, have been

carried out by Westhead (1965). He showed that loss of enzyme

activity correlated with the photo-oxidD.tion of a critical histidine

residue in the protein. Brand, Gohlke and Rae (1967) have investi-
gated the binding of Rose Bengal at the active stte of liver

alcohol dehydrogenase. Halcomb et al (1968) have reported the
photo-oxidation of histidine residues in S-acetyl-3-phosphoglyceraldehyde

dehydrogenase, using Rose Bengal, and Ho£'fee et al (1967) have

photo-oxidised the histidine residues of rabbit muscle aldose.

Methylene blue has been used as sensitiser with ribonuclease (Irie

1969), heart phosphofructokinase (Ahlfors and Mansour 1969) and

aspartic aminotransferase (Martinez-Carrion et aI 1967).
Though the action of the sensitising dye in photo-oxidation is

not fully understood, Oster, Bellin, Kimball and Schrader (1959)

have proposed a mechanism for the proflavine-sensitised oxidation of

p-toluene diamine. They have suggested that the dye reacts with

oxygen in the "t ri.p.Let " state to give a dye-peroxide, and that this

complex brings about oxidation. Blum (1932) and Sluyterman (1962)

also have indicated a short-lived complex between the activated

dye-oxygen intermediate and the substrate, prior to oxygen transfer.

Bellin and Yankus (1968) have clai.medthat the photo-oxidation affects

only the amino-acid aromatic side chains, as shown by the degradation

products they have obtained. They have stated also that the oxidation

of an amino-acid is relatively independent of the particular

sensitiser used, but dependent on the pH of the reaction and on the



local environ~ent surrounding the susceptible a~ino-acid residues.

1aterials and Methods.

For experL~ents with methylene blue, the dye was made up

freshly each week to a concentrat ion of 0.2% with appropriate buffer.

It was kept at 4°C and diluted with buffer as requLred. The sample

of enzyme (2.56 x 10-6M- active site concentration) together with

0.001% dye and 10-3IvI-EDTAwas placed in a quartz cell held in a

water-jacket at 20oC. This was placed 11 cm from a 1000 watt white-

light lamp from an Aldis-Rank slide projector. Water-saturated air

passed over the surface of' the solution in the cell to achieve

continuous stirring of the solution and to reduce evaporation.

Aliquots were removed at intervals during the illumination, diluted

and assayed for activity using an oxygen electrode as described in

chapter 2.

In the experiments with Rose Bengal, the procedure of Westhead

(1965) was followed for purification of the dye. A 0.1~6 aqueous

solution of Rose Bengal (B.D.H. ,Poole) was applied to an ion-exchange

column of Dowex 50(Na). The dye came straight through and was stored

in the dark at 4°C. Its concentrat ion Was measured spectrophotometrically

and calculated from the absorbance value of Westhead (a 0.01 mg/ml dye

solut ion had an absorbance at 550 nm of 0.60). r he sample of enzyme

(8.1 x 10-6,-active site concentration) with 5 x 10-4 mg/ml Rose Bengal
_7

was contained in 0.1 M-buffer containing 5 x 10 .JM-EDTA.Illumination

was carried out as described above. Residual activity was ass~ed as

described in chapter 2. 'I'he buffer systems used were as follows:-

pH 3·5 - 5· 5 0.1 l\'i-acetate buffer

pH 6.5 - 7.5 0.1 M-phosphate buffer

pH 8.5 - 9.0 0.1 M-tricine buffer

pH 9.0 - 10.0 0.1 M-carbonate buf'fer

So
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Fig.7.3. First order plot of the reaction shown in fig.7.1.
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Results.----
1. Effect of' photo-oxidation at pH 7.0 with either methylene blue or

Rose Bengal as sensitiser.

The loss of activity with t ime of illumination is shown for each

sensit iser in figs. 7.1 and 7.2. From the shape of the curves the

initial loss of activity seemed to follow first order kinetics, for

which the equat ion is :

= kt 1.

where a is the initial ~ctil\fity, Ca - x) is the residual activity at

time t, k is the first order rate constant. This can be plotted as

the logarithm of the percentage residual activity against time, when

kt

2·303
+ log 10010

From the slope of the graph k may be obtained, as shown in figs 7.3

and 7.4. Por methylene blue k = 0.054 min-I, and for Rose Bengal

k = 0.042 min-l, at pH 7.0. In control experiments containing dye

but not exposed to light, no significant loss of enzyme activity was

observed over the same period of time. Experiments showed that k was

a pseudo first order rate constant, dependent on dye concentration,

o:xygen concentrat ion and on light intensity, all of which were kept

constant in the above experLments.

2. Effect of monochromatic light on the rate of photo-oxidation.

Only light that is absorbed can produce chemical changes, which

therefore is li.mited to wavelengths absorbed by the sensitiser. An

Eppendorf filter at 623 nm was placed in front of the light source in

this experiment. This was the closest available filter to the

absorption maximumof methylene blue at 668 nm, The comparison of

photo-oxidation at this specific wavelength with that of white light

is shown in fig. 7.5. At the end of' a two hour period, when the sample
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exposed to white light had lost all of its activity, the sample exposed

to light at 623 runhad lost only 24ib activity. No li~kt il"lre,w;>',ty MftASUf'el'\.1blb
W<l..1"e M04e..

3. Effect of pH on photo-oxidation.
Using methylene blue (O.OO~G) as sensitiser, photo-oxidation was

carried out at pH 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.0, 7·5, 8.5, 9.0. The rate of

change of activity with pH is illustrated in fig.7.6. The graphs were

replotted according to the first order rate equation (equation 1 above)

and k values were obtained. These are shown in table 7.1 and
graphically in fig.7.7. By taking the midpoint of the curve, the pK

of the ionising speci.es is obtained (Dixon 1953, 1961+). From this

graph the pK was 7.2.

Table 7.1:..
Values of k obtained at various pH ~.2'

pH .1eanvalues of k (min-l)

3.5 0.0056

4·5 0.0082

5·5 0.0120

6.5 0.0410

7.0 0.0610

7.5 0.0710

8.5 0.1320

9.0 0.1370

It will be seen from fig 7.8. that the change in activity of the

enzyme with pH showed the same pattern for different periods of

i11uminat ion. The photo-chemical effect is dependent on pH and

shows maximal effect at high pH values.
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4. To investigate the loss of' activity with Ll Lumi.nat Lon at pH 9.0 and 10. O.

Using methylene blue and freshly made carb onat e buffer, three

experiments were performed.

a) 10 dye and no illw Lnat i.on,

b) 0 dye but with illumination

c) With dye and Ll.Iurmnat i.ori,

The results are shown for pH 9.0 in f'ig.7.9.

Photo-oxidation in the presence of a sensitising dye proceeds rapidly,

with total loss of activity after 12 min. N~ loss of act ivity was

obtained in the absence of both light and dye, but in experLrnent (b)

with no dye, loss of activity occurred as a function of tLme. After one

hour 93;70 loss of' act ivity had been obtained, indicat ing that some photo-

chemical change had taken place in the enzyme which did not require a

dye-sensitiser. Oxygen had been present in these exper Lrnents, 1·0

tests were made at t hi,s stage to see if' the photo-chemical effect

r equir ed oxygen.

Qiscussion.

Both methylene blue and Rose Bengal were satisfactory sensitisers

in the photo-oxidat ion experiments carried out on glucose oxidase. In

either case the react ion initially followed first order ki.net ies.

However the pseudo first order rate constant varied with pH. It has

been suggested (e.g. Weil et a1 1951) that the mechanism of dye-

sensitised oxidation is as follows:-

dye.



With methionine as the amino-acid in question, the hydrogen

peroxide plays a part in the ciuC't'I(c.t'i"c. process. It is not certain

whether this is the case with tyrosine, tryptophan, histidine or

cystine. If the above mechanisT is correct, then the reaction of

dye and amino-acid nrust follow first order kinetics.

It has been found that the rate constant k is very sensitive to

pH, and the plot of k versus pH indicated that one or' the reacting

species had a pK of 7.2. Methylene blue has a pK of 11.6 and Rose

Bengal a pK of 4-3 - 4.5 (Bellin and Yankus 1968). 'I'he ref'or-ethe

pK of 7.2 must be that of an ionising group in the enzyme, which is

being oxidised by the light/j~,e reaction. Of amino-acids known to be

oxidised in this way, only the histidine imidazole group has a pK

in this region i.e. pK 5.6 - 7.0 (25°C). Weil, Gordon and Burchert

(1951) have shown that photo-oxidation of histidine involves only the

imidazole ring. For the free histidine, they suggest that photo-

oxidation causes the rupture of the Lrnidazole ring to give an aldehyde

group which forms an internal Schiff base.

In the experiment with monochromatic light it was found that

placing a filter (Eppendor f 623 nm) in front 01' the light source

greatly reduced the photo-chemical effect. rrilismay have been due to

a reduction' of the incident light, or that the wavelength chosen was

too specific for the reaction.

In experimerrt(4) it was found that in the absence of sensitiser,

considerable loss of ensyme activity occurred when the enzyme was

exposed to light at high pH and in the presence of EDTA (present in

all the experiments in this chapter). Such a phenomenon has b2en

described and utilised by 1,tcCormick,Koster and Veeger (1967). Furbher-

experiments using this photo-chemical reaction on ~:arnagasaki~

glucose oxidase are described in the next chapter. It is not possible



that photo-destruction of this type occurred at low pH, since the

loss of activity in the presence of dye was very slow. Experiments

on photo-oxidation at high pH were masked by the photo-destructive

effect. The role of oxygen in this effect will be described in the

next chapter.

The binding of Rose Bengal to an eazyme has been investigated by

Brand, Gohlke and Rao (1967) using liver alcohol dehydrogenase. They

measured the fluorescence excitation-emission spectra of free an

bound dye (i.e. dye in the presence of enzyme). An enhancement of dye

fluorescence in the presence of ,enzyme was observed, together with a

small shift of emission maximum from 562 to 570 nm. Titration of Rose

engal into phosphate buffer gave values of free dye fluorescence as a

function of concentration. Titration of dye with alcohol dehydrogenase

provided corresponding values for the bound dye. From an analysis of these
5 -1values using Scat chard plots, an association constant of 3.4 x 10- M

and two binding sites for dye per enzyme molecule were obtained.



CHmER EIG£!£.

Introduction.
As mentioned previously, in the presence of EDTA at high pH, glucose

THE PHOTO-CHEl,aCAL REACTIO£.

oxidase lost its activity with increasing exposure to white light.

dassey and Palmer (1966) have used this photo-chemical reaction (not

at high pH) to quantal;.at.I,,"yproduce flavoprotein semiquinones. This
does not norrna.iLy result in photo- des-t.--u.ciio,\ which was obtained with

glucose oxidase at high pH. Therefore this is either a) a different

type of phenomenon, or b) possibly the flavin semiquinone undergoes

some secondary reaction at high pH, which res~lts in a loss of activity.

McCormick, Koster and Veeger (1967) have investigated the

mechanism of this photo-chemical react ion (reduction) of J!'AD and l!'AD-

dependent enzymes. They have shown that the rate of photo-reduction

of D-arnino acid oxidase > L-arnino acid' oxidase> glucose oi(idase >
oxynitrilase. Addition of free flavin to the reaction markedly

enhanced photo-reduction of those enzymes having readily dissociable

FAD. Urea was also found to enhance photo-reduction while increased

temperature did not have a great effect. Hemmer Lch , Nagelschneider

and Veeger (1970) have speculated on the role of a histidine residue

in the enzyme protein which stabilises the semiquinones produced by

glucose oxidase on half-reduction in the absence of substrate.

,aterials and ,ethods.
All fluorimeter e~erLrnents were performed using a Farrand mark II

spectrofluorimeter (Farrand (!)pticalCompany Inc.,) at 25°C. The

intensity of F. fluorescence vas measured at 520 nm using monochromatic

light at 450 nrnfor excitation. Protein fluorescence (due to tryptophan

residues in the protein) was measured at 350 nrnusing an excitation

wavelength of 295 In experLrnents involving the use of a fixed



wavelength, the excitation lightpath of the fluorimeter was used •.

Enzyme activit· was assayed as described in chapter 2.

For anaerobic experiments, nitrogen gas was bubbled for 30 min.

through all solutions except that of enzyme, to flush out the air. The

experLments were carried out in specially constructed fluorimeter cells

shown below. When filled with the appropriate solutions in the main

cell and enzyme in the side arm, the cell was evacuated at a water

pump to a pressure of 1 emmercury. 'I'he pressure Was released under

nitrogen, and the whole treatment of evacuation repeated. The cell

was kept at 4°C throughout the evacuation procedures. The cell was wrapped

in foil to exclude light from the solutions where necessary. Evacuation

at the water pump took about 1 hour in all; in a control experiment,

after 1t hours at the pump, a loss of 1~ cell contents was measured.

~rol,u\Cl jlQ.ss.
jOt ....

Di~ram of the special fluorLmeter cells use~

Polar izat ion of fluorescence was carried out as described by Swoboda

(1969a). The intensity of fluorescence was always measured at the four

settings of the polarizer and analyser. The polarization of fluorescence

S7



was defined as
p =

by Weill and Calvin (1963) where Rv setting refers to a setting of' the

polarizer so that the electrical vector of the polarized light produced

is vertical to the plane of that of the analyser. K :;; VIlI~ is a

correction factor for the non-ideal transmission of polarized light

through the mono-chromators. The intensity of fluorescence was

measured at each of the four settings in turn before and after

illumination. The polarization of fluorescence was calculated

for before and after illumination.

Release of total flavin from the enzyme was achieved by holding

othe enzyme at 90-95 C for 10 min in a dark, stoppered tube. Swoboda

and Massey (1965) found that the total flavin of ~. niger enzyme was

released after treatment at 1000 for 2-10 min. The release of flavin

was followed by measuring the fluorescence at 520 nm (excitation

at 450 nm},

In experiments where spectra were obtained measurements were

made on a Cary model-14 spectrophotometer, using the 0 - 2.0 optical

density units slidewire. All enzyme samples were subjected to a hard

spin in a centrifuge (50,OOOgfor 60 min) to clear the solution of

dust particles and denatured protein.

Experiments to determine the rate constants for the enzyme

reaction were performed on enzyme samples before and after they had.

been exposed to 450 om light for 60 min, at pH 10.0 withEDTA present.

The enzyme samples were assayed for glucose oxidase activity as

described in chapter 2, and the curves of oxygen consumption were

analysed according to the integrated rate equation. The integrated

rate equation is derived as follows:-



The steady state rate equation for glucose oxidase expressed by

Bright and Gibson (1967) and in Dalziel notation (Dalziel 1957) is

= +e

The initial velocity vo = (dP 2 ) , SI and S2 are the concentrat ions of
dt 0

glucose and oxygen respectively, P2 is the hydrogen peroxide concentration,

e is the enzyme concentration, <PD I cP, I ¢,., are the velocit constants.
The oxygen concentration at time t is (S2h = (32)0 - (P2) t·

ilssu..rning(1) that SI» 32, then (31)t ~ (31)0 and that S2 » e

(2) that there is no back reaction

(3) that there is no inhibition by hydrogen peroxide or

gIucono-ji-Tactone.

as Vt = (:2) t

¢, ¢2,then e dt = cf>o + ryo + ---
dl?2 (S2)0 - (P2)

which on integration gives

.!!:. ¢~ 4>, cPJ. ('" (S2Jo )= T

{s:)o
+

( Pa)~ (P1}t (5'.)0 - (P~) t

The three assumptions above have been subjected to experimental

test and have been found to be reasonable for glucose oxidase.

.1 (In (S2) 0 ) ~iVfS a slope = "'2, and anJ t \ (S2)0-(P2}t
A plot of et against

(~)t

intercept =
A second plot of the intercepts from the first plot, against

l/(EWo has a slope of • and intercept of
I f>o •

Eesults
1. The effect of light at 450 nrnon the photo-chemical reaction.

This experLrnent was a continuation of experLrnent (4) in chapter 7.

On the principle that only light that is absorbed can produce chemical



Fig.8.l. Photo-oxidation at 450 nm, no dye.
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The reaction mixture was 5 x 10-3 M-EOTA, 0.1 M-carbonate
-6buffer and 8.19 x 10 M-enzyme in a ratio of 1:3:1. It

was illuminated by monochromatic light at u50 nm.



changes, light of 450 ~mwavelength was used to illuminate a reaction

mixture containing 5 x 10-3 M-EDTA,0.1 M-carbonate buffer pH 9.0 or

10.0, and 8.19 x 10-6 M-enzyme in the ratio of 1:3:1. Aliquots of

the reaction mixture were removed at intervals, diluted with buffer

and assayed for glucose oxidase activity as described in "Materials

and l.1ethodsll, chapter 2. A control, not exposed to light, was set

up and assayed in the same manner. As shown in fig.8.l. there was

no loss of activity in the control over 60 min. The enzyme at pH 10.0

when exposed to light at 450 nm rapidly lost activity and was

inac t iva ted aft er 40 min. t pH 9.0 inactivation occurred more slowly.

The loss of activity with tLme of illllinination was plotted using the

first order rate equation. The rate constant k (at pH 10.0) had a

-1 88 .-1mean value of 0.13 min compared with k = O. rm.n for

illumination with white light in the presence of O.OOl'jb methylene

blue at pH 10. O.

2. Changes in fluorescence of' the enzyme with the photo-chemical reaction.

The possibility of alkaline pH alone causing the loss of enzyme

activity was discounted since in the absence of the light the enzyme

Was stable to high pH, (see fig.8.1.). The possibility existed however,

that the high pH and specific wavelength together were bringing about

changes in the protein leading to inactivation of the enzyme with time.

Therefore in these experiments the loss of activity, the change in E'.AJ)

fluorescence (excitation at 450 nm and emission at 520 ~m) and the

change in protein fluorescence (excitation at 295 nom,emission at 350 nm)

were followed as a function of tLme of illumination. The experimental

solut ion Was described in (1) above, and three experiment s were performed

using light at 450 ~m, 380 ~m and 320 ~m. These wavelengths were chosen

as they correspond to the two peaks and a trough of' the enzyme spec tr um

"0
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respectively. Fig.8.2. shows the results using light at 380 nm.

The results at 450 and 320 nm showed a similar pattern of enzyme

inactivation with time, and an increase in both FAD and protein

fluorescence which tended to level off with tLme. The rate of

increase of fluorescence varied from one exper irnerrtto another at all

wavelengths.
The experiments seemed to indicate that the prote in was being

modified and that free FAD, which has a greater fluorescence than
protein-bound FAD, was being released. Polarization experiments were

performed in order to show that the fluorescent FAD was no longer

prot ein-bound.
3. The change in polarization of FAD fluorescence.

The binding of a small molecule such as FAD, to a macromolecule

greatly reduces its Brownian rotational diffusion (Swoboda 1969a).

Therefore if'FAD was being released frQn the slightly fluorescent

FAD-protein complex a change in polarization of F.AD fluorescence should

be seen. The results of such measurements are shown in table 8.1.,

which were made before and after illumination at 450, 380 and 320 nm

as in experLment (2) above.

Table 8.1. ~~ization of fluorescence measurements.
Polarization of fluorescence

Before illumination (450 nm)

After " "
Before illumination (380 run)

fter " "
Before illumination (320 run)

After " "

0.029

0.040

0.029

0.023

0.0~.3

0.034

From the results in table 8.1. it can be seen that there Was no change

'"



in polarization of fluorescence on illurnination of the enzyme.

Swoboda (1969a) has shown that the polarization value for the

FAD-protein cor plex of • niger is 0-3, while that for the free

FAD is 0.03 - 0.04. Therefore in the above exper imerrts there must

have been some free F.lillpresent throughout, whose fluorescence

masked that of the protein.

4. To investigate whether any free FADwas present in the enzyme sample.

The fluorescence of both the FADand the protein of the enzyme

sample was measured before and after heat treatment (described in

the methods section). It was assQmed that all the flavin had been

released from the protein by the heat treatment and one could

therefore measure the total fluorescence of the F'AD. 24~~of the

total fluorescence was obtained from the enzyme sample before heat

treatment. In the FAD-protein complex, FADfluorescence is almost

totally quenched (Swoboda and Massey 1966, Swoboda 1969a). Thus the

high fluorescence obtained from the untreated enzyme must indicate a

considerable amount of free flavin present.

5. Photo-chemical experiments to discover the conditions of photo-

de struct ion.

The experimental solutions all contained 1.7 x 10-5 M-enzyme,

10-2 ,-EDT , 0.1 :M-carbonate buffer J pU 10.0, and water in the,

ratio of 1:2:6:1. This mixture was exposed to light at J+50 DID in

the presence and absence of air for a fixed period of 45 min. The

enzyme! ixture was sampled for activity before and after the 45 min

period as described in "Materials and Methods" chapter 2, as sampling

during the progress of anaerobic experiments was not possible. A

control was made anaerobic and lcept dark.

The effect of air on photo-chemical effects was investigated by

exposing to the light enzyme mixture under reduced pressure and

containing nitrogen (called anaerobic), and an enzyme mixture in



equilibrium with the air. The results are shown in table 8.2.

Table 8.2. Photo-chemical effect in the prese~and absence ££__~.

Mean residual enzyme activity
(arbitrary units)

" " anaerobic " n 11

Before illQmination

fter 45 min aerobic exposure to light

Thus the photo-chemical events taking place were insensitive to the

presence or absence or' oxygen.

The possible protective effect of the substrate glucose was

tested. The above experiment was repeated with 10-2 M-glucose

substituted for the water. The control had no glucose but water

and was not at reduced pressure. The results are in table 8-3.

Table 8-3. !ffect .of substrate Erotection.

Mean residual
enzyme activity
(arbitrary units)

Before illQmination 31.5

n " " with 10-3 M-glucose

2035
31.7

After 45 min illQmination

In the presence of glucose, no loss of enzyme activity with

illmnination was obtained. This protect ion by the substrate indicated

that it was the oxidised enzyme species which was being affected by

the light in the absence of glucose. 'I'o confirm this a further

experiment was set up in which dithionite was added to the enzyme

mixture instead of' the water, to a final concentration of 10-311..

Dithionite (S2062-) is a noted powerful reducing agent, which readily

converts the oxidised enzyme to the fully reduced state. It might

have been expected that no loss of activity would occur in the



presence of dithionite if, as has been suggested, only the

oxidised enzyme was sensitive to light under the experimental

conditions. It was found however that inactivation of the enzyme did

occur, although the assays for activity were affected by the

dithionite which reduced the molecular oxygen in the assay solution,

because of the design of the experLrnent.

Excess dithionite was removed from subsequent experiments in the
following way. t the end of the period of'illumination, the cells were

opened to the atmosphere and glucose added to a concentration of 10-2/

ddition of glucose caused the enzyme to "turn-over" to the oxidised

state prior to the assay, and the remaining dithionite was oxidised

by the air and did not interfere with the assay. The results showed

that while the dithionite reduced and inactivated the enzyme, glucose

addition restored the enzyme activity to samples which had not been

illQrninated (i.e.the controls). Exposure to light inactivated the

enzyme irreversibly whether or not the enzyme solution contained

dithionite.

6. The rate constants be.fore and after illumination.

In this experiment the velocity constants for the enzyme,

described by Dalziel (1957) were calculated. The rate equation me:;;

be described as

= ¢>o + +
e

The reaction with rate constants is

The velocity constant t;_ = 1 +o -k3
t/>. ==I

PI
+ H202
k1, + k.3 , ,=

:I-klk3
The value of these constants for the enzyme at pHlO.O is ~ == 0.175 x

o

10-4min, ~ = 3.93 x 10-7 •min, ~1 = 8.04 x 10-9 1.min. Aft er photo-

chemical reaction the constants were '0 = 0.282 x 10-4 min, .. = 8.7 x 10-7
I

.1. min, f, == 1. 65 x 10-8 I. min.
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7. Anaerobic titrations.

These experiments were modifications of the titrations described

by lassey and Palmer (1966). Experiments were carried out at pH 6.0 and

10.0 as follo;'ls:

(1) The spectrum of the enzyme solution e containing 0.03 M-EDTA)was

measured from 700 nm (adjusted to zer o absorbance) to 300 nr

(2) The sample was evacuated three times (see "Materials and rIethods")

and exposed to white light. The spectrQm was measured at periods of

time up to 5i hour s.

(3) The sample was then restored to atmospheric pressure and the spectrum

taken after 8 hours, in equilibrium with air.,

(4) The sample was exposed to 450 nm light for 65 min.

(5) The sample was evacuated again and exposed to white light, the

spectrQm being measured at intervals as before.

The changes in the enzyme spectrum during the course of the

experiment are shown in fig. 8. 3 and 4. At pH 6.0 the enzyme flavin

spectrum was reduced by the photochemical reaction (with EDTA, under

vacuum). blue shift of the 380 nm peak was observed. When air

was readmitted to the cell, the normal oxidised spectrum was obtained.

The effect of monochromat ic light at 450 runwas tor educe the spe ctrw

The subsequent photochemical react ion produced a blue shift in the

spectrum, which again returned to the oxidised spectrum on ruimission

of air at the end of the experiment.

At pH 10.0, the photochemical reaction caused the reduction of

the flavin spectrQm with a red shift. Admission of air to the cell

restored the normal oxidised spectrum. After exposure to L~50 nm light,

the spectrum was reduced and the photochemical reaction which followed

brought about a considerable red shift of the peak at 380 nrn, When

air was finally admitted to the cell, only a very slight change of the

reduced spectrQm was noted.



The photo-chemical reaction at 450 nm, pH 9.0 and 10.0 in the

presence of EDT has been shown to be insensitive to the presence of

air, and therefore cauno t be called photo-oxidat ion. The light in the

presence of EDTA and at pH 10.0 brought about the inactivation of the

enzyme in its oxidised state. Glucose protected the enzyme from this
inactivation. This type of inactivation suggested that photo-reduction

might be occurring (kCormick, Koster and Veeger 1967). Neither the

addition of glucose to the inactivated enzyme, nor the dissolved

oxygen in the assay solution restored activity. 'xperiments with

dithionite indicated that light affected the enzyme in both its
oxidised and reduced forms, and it is concluded that photo-destruction

:bather than reduct ion was occurr Lng,

From the spect~m (fig.8.4) and from the graph of loss of

activity with time (fig.S.l.) it can be seen that the enzyme was not

fully destroyed. The remaining activity was sufficient to allow the

velocity constants to be measured. The two-fold CGange obtained in ~ and,

.. indicated that the enzyme unaffected by the light reaction differed
a.

only slightly in kinetic properties from the native enzyme , It is

possible that a very small proportion of the enzyme sample had a

different protein conformation to the rest and that this protected it

from the photo-destruction. This would also explain the differences

in velocity constants.
Hem.rnerich,ihgelschneider and Veeger (1970) have suggested that

it is a histidine residue of the enzyme protein which stabilises the

flavoprotein semiquinone produced on half-reduction of glucose oxidase

in the absence of substrate. The enzyme exhibits both a red semiquinone

anion above pH 7.5 and a blue semiquinone species below pH 7.5, when

photo-chemically reduced in the presence of ED'rA (Massey, Muller,



Feldberg et a1 1969). The results in the previous chapter have

indicated a group in the enzyme with a pR of 7.2, which was

susceptible to photo-oxidation, which was assigned to a histidine

residue. Experiment (7) was designed to test whether this
histidine was the one which would also stabilise the semiquinone of

the flavin generated by a photo-chemical reaction.
The scheme of He~merich et al (1970) is shown below.
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For the enzyme sample at pH 6.0, aerobic exposure to light at
450 um (in the presence of EDTA) brought about reduction of the flavin

spectr This reduction was reversed at the end of the experiment

when the enzyme sample was shaken with air. In the identical experLrnent

at pH 10.0 the reduced spectrum was not reverse on shaking the

enzyme with air. 'rhus if a histidine residue in the enzyme protein

is being photo-oxidised at pH 6.0 it cannot be in close proxDnity to

the FAD moiety, whose reduced spectrum changed to the oxidised form

on exposure to air, or it would have affected the spectrum. Moreover

the blue semiquinone of the enzyme flavin was obtained both before and

after the photo-oxidation reaction. If the same histidine residue

which, it is proposed, stabilises the semiquinone had been photo-oxidised



then no semi uinone should have been observed in the second part

of the experiment (i.e. after exposure to light at 450 nm).

In the case of enzyme at pH 10.0 a red shift was observed during

the photo-chemical react ions with &OTA, under vacuum. This indicated

the presence of a red semiquinone form of the flavin. Again if a

histidine residue was photo-oxidised during the exposure to light at

450 nm, then it could not have been the aame one which stabilised the

semiquinone. However after this treatment the enzyme remained in the
fully reduced form and the spectrum was not oxidised on aQmission of

air at the end of the experiment. As discussed above, at high pH, light

at 450 nm, in the presence of EDTA, caused photo-destruction of part of

the enzyme. The enzyme loses activity and as the spectrum shows,

suffers permanent reduction of the flavin.
Thus for the enzyme glucose oxidase three types of photo-chemical

reaction can be described. The first is photo-oxidation of a residue in

the enzyme prate in. This residue has been tentat ively identified as

a histidine residue. Photo-oxidation of this type occurs in the

presence of a sensitising dye. 'I'hesecond type of photo-chemical

reaction is that at high pH in the presence of RDTA and in the

absence of oxygen. This was described as photo-reduction and admission

of air restored the enzyme to the oxidised state. The third type

of photo-chemical reaction was that at high pH, in the presence of

EIJ1'Ausing light of 450 nm, The enzyme lost activity WhiCk could not

be restored by oxygen or glucose. This was photo-destruction, which

Was insensitive to air and it seemed to affect the enzyme in both the

oxidised and reduced states,



CHAPrER 1lINE- DISCUSSIOlOF POSSIBLE 1ECHA.1'<'ISI,iS
!2.B...GWCOSEOXIDASE.

part from the initial investigations of P.amagasakiense by

Kusai (1960) and Kusai et al (1960), there has been little work done

with this enzyme species. One of the aims of the project was to

follow up and extend the work of Kusat , In particular, it was hoped

to investigate his surprising finding that the apo-enzyme would

combine with F., ;; and that this Fl,iN-enzymecould oxidise glucose

with dicnlorophenol-indophenol (DCIP) as the hydrogen acceptor

but that it could not use oxygen as the hydrogen acceptor. Swoboda

(1969b) has shown that in glucose oxidase of !!Eiger the lAD is

probably bound by its adenine, ribose phosphate and dimethylisoalloxine

residues. He found no regeneration of enzyme activit on adding

.J!'.uiN to the apoenzyme, either by itself or in combination with. !JP

(adenosine-5 phosphate). Kusai's finding would mean that the bond

between the a enLne of the FADand the protein was not essential for

the reconstitution of the enzyme. In the absence of' the AMPmoiety

i. e.with 1'1 , the enzyme showed a different specificity for the

hydrogen acceptor.

change in enzy e act ivity on binding l<'AD to the apo-enzyme

has been reported for lipoarnide dehydrogenase (Kal~e and Vae.ser 1968).

In this case on reconstitution of the enzyme at 0-5°C, the enzyme

act ivity towards lipoate was low while the activity towards the

artificial electron acceptor, DCIP, was high. s the temperature was

raised so the lipoate activity increased and the DeIP activity decreased.

It had been hoped to follow lAp the findings of Kusai,in the

hope of finding a molecular explanation for the differences in

properties of the FADand Fs,m enzymes. However Kusai's preparation of

the apo-enzyme caul not be repeated.



n chapter 4 on cation inhibition, it was assumed that Ag+,

Hg2+ and Cu2+ ions were all reversible inhibitors at the sarnesite.

The silver ions bound much more strongly than the other ions.
2+Nakamura and Ogura (1968) investigated the binding of Hg and Ag+

ions to .niger glucose oxidase. They showed that the two ions

combine at different sites on the enzyme. 'They also found a
difference in the shape of the reciprocal plots for the ions. For

the silver ion, the plots showed that it competed with oxygen for

the reduce enzyme. In the case of mercury, neither competitive

nor non-competitive inhibition was obtained with respect to glucose •

.Ier cury was thought to combine with the oxidised enzyme, the

enzyme-glucose complex and the reduced enzyme. Subsequent kinetic

analysis showed that mercury competitively inhibits the enzyme with

respect to oxygen. Nakamura and Ogura have sugLested that Hg2+ ions

bind strongly to the reduced enzyme but weakly to the acid enzyme~

The reaction of ~.amagasakiense glucose oxidase with bisulphite

was investigated and reported in chapter 5. The results obtained from

kinetic and spectral experiments showed that the bisulphite competed

with glucose for the oxidised enzyme, whic~ Was bleached in a reaction

which was clearly di ferent from reduction. The combination of

enzyme and bisulphite was found to be dependent on the concentration

or the reactants and on the pH, which was also shown by Swoboda ani

M.assey (1966). The most striking properties of the bisulphite

aduuct are (i) its spectrum, which is sLrnilarto that of the reduced

flavoprotein, (ii) it will not react with oxygen, (iii) it is formed

reversibly in a stoichiometric reaction in which one mole of sulphite

is boun per ole 0 enzyme flavin. Swoboda and I,'lassey(1966)showed

that the reaction of bisulphite with their enzyme brought about shifts

and large increases in the blue fluorescence (emission at 450 nrn,

70



excitation at 360 and 290 nm), and in the ultra-violet fluorescence

(emission at 340 nm, excitation at 290 nm}, 'I'hi.s latter fluorescence

is a roperty of the aromatic ami.no-raeids in the protein, and was used

to follow t le bisulphite binding to P.amagasaki~ns~ enzyme. An increase

in the ultra-violet fluorescence was found (using excitation at 295 nm,

emission at 350 nm) but it decayed over the following five minutes. The
-1

decay followed a first order reaction rate, with k = 0.018 min , and

was independent of bisulphite concentration. This may have been due

to conta.rninating metal ions catalysing the oxidation of the bisulphite,

since no EDTAwas present. In the comparable spectral experiments, in

which EOTAwas present, no slow reversal of bleaching was found.

In experiments on the inhibition of enzyme activity by bisulphite

at several pH values, the inhibition constant of the initial reaction

K, was obtained. From comparable spectral studies K, the equilibrium

constant between enzyme and bisulphite was calculated. There was a

measure 01' agreement in K from the two sets of experiments and Dixon

plots of -logloK against pH were drawn. From these it was found that

there was an ionisable group in the enzyme which had a pK of 4.2. As

discussed in chapters 5 and 6, the most likely group with such a pK

is the amino group of the adenine of FAD. Experiments on the binding

of halide anions to the enzyme indicated an ionisable group with the

same pK being involved. Swoboda and Massey (1966) studied the binding

of bisulphite to the glucose oxidase f'r-orn !.niger· Using the Dixon

plot, Loni.sabl,e groups with pKs of 4.75 and 6·55 were implicated in

the binding. :B'romthe shape of' the plot, in accordance with the Dixon

rules (Dixon 1953) they ascribed the pK of 4·75 to an ionisable group

in the enzyme which had to be protonated for bisulphite binding to

occur. 'fhe pK of 6.55 was sufficiently close to the second pK of

sulphurous acid (6.91) to be assigned to the equilibrium between the

7,



bisubphite and sulphite anions.

In a recent paper on "The glucose oxidase mechanism" Weibel and

Bright (1971) using A.niger enzyme have examined the effect of halide

ions on the enzyme reaction at pH values between 3 and 10. At low pH

they found that the presence of halide ions shifted the apparent pKl

of 2.5 - 3.0 to a higher value. For P. notatum enzyme, Bright and

Appleby (1'369) found a shift in the pKl from 4.0 to 5·0 in the

presence o~ halide. On the strength of the value of the low apparent

pKl, in the A.niger enzyme, Weibel and Bright have assigned to it the

ionisation of a carboxylate group in the protein. Experiments on the

maximumturn-over number (kcat) in the presence of halide ions at low

pH have shown it to be entirely determined by the rate of' flavin

reduct ion (k2) in the reductive half-reaction, below,

Eox + s + ~·lactone ..... ,. .... ( 1)

In the absence of halide ions kred decreased at low pH. AssQming

rapid equilibrium,kred = (klk2)/~-1). As a result of these findings

Weibel and Bright suggested that at low pH the enzyme exists in a

protonated and an unprotonated form.

+
....... ,. • II ••••• ,. " '" ,. ,. •

( 2)

Such a conclusion had been drawn for P. notatum enzyme also (Bright

and 'ppleby 1969).

Weibel and Bright (1'371) have suggested two theories for the

mechanism of oxidation of the glucose substrate by the heterocyclic

nucleus of FAD. Both mechanisms could be assisted by general base

catalysiS.

(1) Nucleophilic attack on the flavin nucleus by the glucose C-l

hydroxyl group followed by proton removal from the carbon and

electronic rearrangement. This flavin-adduct hypothesis shown below

requires a group H- which could be H20 or an acidic enzyme residue

12



with pKa greater than 10.

E -5~

~Il E P~ Ad +

(2) Hydride transfer from the glucose carbon to the flavin, shown below.

}C?O H .....C/o- ~ rC?O H, /0- __. fC~O H 'C/O-
... /\_ ~ C

'0- '0- 1fO/ '--
c- ,- /'--

Ito 0 .... ~O

N+H "+jf H
}-c:~0 .." ,.,0- }c~O H ,AJ- rC:~O H~ ~-

+ c. ~ 'C C.
'OH Ifo/ '- -- 1+0/ "- 'OH ..~/ x.;'OH

!~~

In mechanism (1) a carboxylate group assists in proton removal after

the attack by the glucose on the navin. In mechanism (2) that

carboxylate anion plays an Lmportant part both in binding glucose and

in hydride transfer, which is assumed to proceed to the electron sink

of the flavin. Weibel and Bright, while favouring mechanism (2) could

not rule out mechanism (1) on the basis of their experimental results.

They postulated the inv'llvement of a carboxylate anion on the basis of
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their apparent pKl value of'2.5 - 3.0, in the absence of'halide ions.

The inhibitory ef'f'ectof'halide ions at low pH was attributed to halide

induced conformational changes in the enzyme protein. These changes

were thought to bring about the shift in pK. All the halide effects

were reversible.

In experiments on P.amagasakiens~ glucose oxidase, the halide

induced shift in pK was thought to be apparent and not real, because of

the displacement of equilibrium by the anion. The apparent pKl Was

ascribed to the adenine 6-NH2 since it has a pK of 4 and is adjacent
to the flavin. Thus the binding of negatively charged ions could be

pictured as:-

The suggestion of Weibel and Bright that a carboxylate group is

involved would mean that as the pH of the reaction was lowered, the

group would become protonated (equation 2 above),

E-COO- + H+ E-COOH •
Under such circumstances, it might be expected that anions like

bisulphite and halide would not bind to either the protonated or

unprotonated enzyme. Experimental data showed that binding of'anions

increased as the pH of the reaction was lowered, and this provided

circumstant ial evidence for the involvement of the adenine 6-NH2 group,

The photo-oxidation experiments indicated that a group with pK of 7.2',

probably a histidine residue, was involved in the glucose oxidase



reaction. Whether it was involved in the reductive or oxidative

part of the reaction was not investigated.

In their investigation of the reaction of reduced enzyme with

oxygen, Weibel and Bright have found an apparent pK of 7.5. While

it is close to the value of' pK 6 - 7 f'or the If-I hydrogen of the

reduced isoal1c'K&2.)...er Lng, they prefer another explanation. 'I'hi.s is

that the a~parent pK is derived from an intramolecular equilibrium

process coupled to proton transfer, which disguises the true pK.

This derives from the dissociation of the N-3 proton from the reduced

flavin, with subsequent attain.rnent of a low-energy structure of reduced

isoalJp1(a2.·u\4!. After oxidation they propose that re-protonat ion of the

N-3 position occurs, with rapid formation of the hydrogen bond between

this position and the protein.

In the absence of oxygen and dye another type of photo-reaction

occurred. In the spectral experiments of chapter 8 a definite

reduction of the spec t rum was obtained. The source of' electrons in

these experiments was EDTA. This photo-reduction was most marked at

pH 10.0, while at pH 6.0 no permanent reduction of the spectrum of the

enzyme was obtained. At pH 10.0 a red shift in the enzyme spectrum

was noted during photo-reduction, indicating the possible formation

of a red semiquinone. At pH 6.0 a blue shift was obtained during

the photochemical reaction indicating blue semiquinone f'orrnat i.on,

Hem.rnerich, agelschneider and Veeger (:ib970) suggested that the

semiquinone of glucose oxidase might be stabilised by a histidine

residue in the protein, (see chapter 8). The above experiment may

be interpreted as snowing that the histidine which may have been

photo-oxidised by 450 n.mlight was not the srune histidine proposed

by He~rnerich et al. At pH 10.0 the photo-chemical reaction brought

about permanent reduction of the enzyme (f'lavin) spectrum, and
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irreversible loss of activity i.e.photo-destruction of a vital

residue in the protein for catalytic activity.

Recent studies (Brown and Hamilton 1970) on model compounds

have shown that the likely site of substrate attachment and attack

on the fluvin is at position C-4a. In the light of these and other

experiments a speculative mechanism for the reduction of the flavin

moiety of glucose oxidase is outlined below.

£ -5
Ole



.APPEl IX 1 TO OBTAI J THE INHIBI'I.'ION CONSTANT OF A 2 SUBSTRATE REACTION

Glucose oxidase is a 2 substrate enzyme, having a double

displacement mech.~_ The minimal mechanism for this react ion has been

proposed by Gibson, Swoboda and aassey (1964) and Bright and Gibson( 1%7)

from studies using glucose, 2- deoxy glucose and I-deutero glucose,

Eox + G k+l
EoP k2 Ered P k3____., '- Ered + P

k-l

Ered + °2
k4 Eox H202

k5 Eox H202+

where Eox and Ered are the oxidised and reduced enzyme species, G is

glucose and P is D-glucono ~- lactone.

The steady state rate equation has been derived by Bright and

Gibson.( 1967) and in Dalziel notation (Dalziel 1957) such a double

displacement mechanism may be written as

e
+

f>,
$.

+

where e is initial enzyme concentration, v~ is the initial velocity of the

reaction, ~, ~, ' ¢z. are constants which can be determined from

related groups 0 velocity constants, Sl and S2 are the concentrations

of glucose and oxygen respectively.

An inhibitor could combme with any of the enzyme or enzyme-

substrate species in the glucose oxidase reaction mechanis_ To

ascertain the nature of the inhibition and whether there is ccmpetition

between inhibitor and substrates for any enzyme species double reciprocal

plots are drawn. Lhat is, the reciprocal initial velocity, with and

without inhibitor present, is plotted against the reciprocal of glucose

concentration at constant oxygen concentration. Then the same process

is carried out but the reciprocal oxygen concentration is plotted, with



glucose concentration constant. From the shape of the resulting graphs

the inhibition pattern can be predicted. This treatment and the

significance 0 the resulting linear plots has been described by

Lineweaver and Bur k (1934) Alberty (1956) and Dalziel (1957), and the

interpretation for a one substrate enzyme react ion is summar-Laed below.

When the lines for inhibitor present and absent intersect on

the reciprocal velocity axis, it is a case of competitive inhibition

where the inhibitor reacts only with the native enzyme.
01'1

Vfhen the lines only intersectAthe reciprocal substrate axis, it is

a case of non-competitive inhibition where the inhibitor reacts with

both native and enzy e-substrate complex.
When the lines are parallel, crossing the reciprocal velocity axis it

is a case of uncompetitive inhibition where the inhibitor combines with

the enzyme-substrate complex only. For the two substrate mechanism

above, if the inhibitor combines with Eox' competitive inhibition is

shown on the plot of reciprocal velocity against reciprocal glucose. If

inhibitor combines with Ered' competitive inhibition appears on the plot

of reciprocal velocity against reciprocal oxygen.
From the reciprocal plots, the inhibition constant, K1, can be

obtained as follows.

With no inhibitor prese.t

=
d>,
S.

The reciprocal plot of Sl (with S2 held constant) gives a line whose

slope is ¢,

With inhibitor present and competing with Sl for the enzyme

= +
tiJ,

~I

e.

The same reciprocal plot of Sl now has a line whose SLope is

7.



~ (I -+
:r: ) ~

,
where I is inhibitor concentration.=

Kz

The ratio of the slopes is

</>1 (I r ), -+- ==
¢, Kr

I(r = I (
¢, )tl>,1'_ ,s,

I

Experimental method.
The pen recorder attached to the oxygen electrode was calibrated at two

po Irrts with respect to the buffer solution (2;oC). With buffer solution

in the cell, the signal from the electrode was set at 100% oxygen

concentration on the recorder scale. The oxygen saturation of the buffer

6 -4solution was taken to be 2. x 10 M, the same as that of water in

equilibrium with air at 25°C and at atmospheric pressure. Then dithionite

was added to the cell to reduce the molecular oxygen in the solution. This

was followed on the recorder and when no further change in the electrode

signal was obtained, the recorder scale was set to 0% oxygen concentration.

No other calibrations ego with solutions of known oxygen tension, were

carried out. It was assumed that the recorder responded linearly to

change in oxygen tension of the cell contents.

Recordings of the change in oxygen concentration of the experimental

solution with time were made at aev erat glucose concentrations, usually 6.

For each glucose concentration the velocity of the reaction was obtained

at 100% oxygen concentration by taking the tangent to the curve at that

point on the recorder scale. For a fixed glucose concentration, the

reaction rate at various oxygen concentrations was found by taking

tangents to the curve at several points shown by the recorder as 90%, 80%

70% etc. (All buffer and sugar solutions had air bubbled through them for

10 minutes before use.)
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hPPEHDIX 2 TITRATIO OF A PROTEII';- WITH A 1,ONOVALE 1 LIGAND A- -----
The effect of the titrat ion may be followed in many ways; in this

example the change in fluorescence of a protein is used.

1
oX ~ e.

1- ---

The titration is described by the following equation

P + A ~ FA

In terms of concentration (e-x) (a x ) _ x

where P is the protein, A the monovalent ligand, e
1

x and a are the

concentrations of protein, protein-ligand complex and ligand respectively.

r
fraction of sites occupied by ligand

=
total number of binding sites

= x
e

By definition the dissociat ion constant
K = _k:x)(a-xl

x

Substituting for x = ef

U-f) (a-ef)
=ef r

~f is plotted against ~(l-f) giving a line whose slope is K and
intercept e

In the case of bisulphite titrations which were followed by the change in

optical density at 450 run, a series of experiments were required to give



a range of values of enzyme-bisulphite complex format ion. Finally the

OD450 Was measured when the bisulphite concentration was infinitely great,

~i ving the value of maximum change

E B ~I EB where E is B bisulphite+ enzyme,
~'"1 EB is enzyme-bisulphite complex

Taking concentrat ions for E B ClAN;l EB III\, it-e. ~~ov'e .e"lI-lGl.t;oVl

at time t = 0, a + B = 0

II 11 t "" t, a-x + B = x

" n t = 00, a-z + B ::= z o..t ~~d',b{'~",,,,,

-- - - - - - - -

~ ~ s
T
Q

The ~inetic condition is ~ = kl (a-x)B - k2x
dt

The equilibrium condition is dx = kl(a-z) B- k2z
dt

By integration
loge =

Plotting log10 z
CH)

against t, the gradient of the line

at any one bisulphite concentration is (Bkl + k2) /2.303 and intercept

log10z
From 2 different bisulphite concentrations, kl can be determined by

subtraction of the slopes, since kl varies with bisulphite concentration.

Then Kr (inhibition constant) =

~,
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Summary.

Both extracellular and intracellular prot eases have been

demonstrated for Halobacterium salinarium, an extremely

halophilic bacteriw The extracellular enzyme is active

in the presence of high concentrations of sodium chloride.

SOM<2. proteolytic activity was associated oi.so

w~lh the cell membranes, and with the soluble cell

contents released by sonication of the cells. Both

proteases were inhibited by high sodium chloride

concentrations, and may have been the same enzyme. A pH

optimum of 7 was obtained for intracellular proteolytic

activity.
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.!ntroduction.
The reddening of salted protein products (fish, hides, etc.) was

recognised as being of microbial origin around the turn of the century.

The general bacteriology of these salt-loving microbes was investigated

by Klebahn (1919) and Harrison and Kennedy (1922), who showed them to be

highly specialised organisms.
Some micro-organisms are capable of reproduction and growth in a

medium of high salt content (e.g. see Prescott and Willms, 1960). Some

are obligate hal.ophi.Les, capable of growth only in that medium. In this

latter group are the" extreme hal.ophLl.e s'", bacteria that absolutely

require strong, almost saturated, brine for growth. Larsen (1962) in a

review of the biochemistry of the extreme halophiles, showed that they

belonged to one of two dist inct groups:

(1) the Halobacteriu.rngroup,

(2) the .§arcina-:Micrococcus group
Both groups of bacteria are characteristically red, pink or orange in

colour owing to the presence of carotenoids. The extreme halophiles are

usually found in strong saline solutions under bright sun (e.g.the salt pans),

and it has been suggested that the caroteniods proteot the organism f'r om

the sun's deleterious effeots. Comparative experiments with an
artificially produced colourless mutant have demonstrated the protective

role of the carotenoids (Dundas and Larsen 1962, 1963).

The Halobacteria are distinguished from the Saroina group by more

extreme halophilism. They require an optimal salt conoentration of'

25 - 30% (w/v) compared with 20-25% (w/v) for the lat~er group. Dilution

of the saline environment causes drastic morphologioal changes in

,lialobacteria, leading t0 cell lysis at 5-10% (w/v) salt.
Extreme halophiles show a specific salt requirement. Mohr and



Larsen (1963) using !!. salinarium, have made a comprehensive study of the

effects of substituting other salts for NaCl. They found that only

sodiQm acetate, potassium acetate and potassium chloride would preserve

the morphology of the bacteria. Some salts e.g. sodium iodide and

cadiQm chloride, would protect the organism against lysis though not

against changes of shape. Experiments ~ ~et 'growth in media containing
salts substituted for aCl have failed so far (Klebahn 1919, Hess 1942,

Weber 1949).
Baxter and Gibbons (1954, 1956, 1957) first discovered that the

enzymes of the extreme halophiles are adapted to function at the very

high salt concentrations found within the cells. They used crude extracts

of H.salinarium and tested the response of several enzymes in the extracts

towards various different concentrations of NaCl. In all cases there was

good activity at salt concentrations corresponding to those found in the

cells under normal culture conditions. Most of the enzymes showed little

Or no activity at low salt concentrations. The range of enzymes studied

has been extended by Holmes, Dundas and Halvorson (1965). Their results

support the hypothesis that enzymes of extreme halophiles are extremely

halotolerant. Comparative experLments with SarciE~morrhua~ (Larsen 1962)

have shawn that although the two grOUps of bacteria have different

responses to salt, enzymes of the same type from the different bacteria

display similar salt responses.
Baxter and Gibbons (1954, 1956, 1957) tested the effect of a number

of salts other than sodiQm chloride, on the enzymes of H.salinari

Several of the alkaline cations and the anions bromide and nitrate could

replace Na+ and 01- respectively. Of the anions K+ was most potent in

activating the enzymes. With potassium chloride, double the activity was

obtained compared with that obtained with sodium chloride at the same

molar concentrations. The strong stimulatory effect of both sodiQm and
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potassiQm chlorides is consistent with the high intracellular

concentrations of K+, Na+ and Gl-. The data for the intracellular

concentration of these ions (published by Christian and Waltho 1962) is
given in table 1.

Table 1. ~ntration of intracellular constituen~
of H.salinariQm.

molal eguivalents
Na+ 1037 + 0.21
K+ 4·57 ± 0.12

Cl 3.61 ± 0.07

The molal concentration ratio of cell Na+ to medium Na+ was found to

be 0.03, while the ratio of cell K+ to medium K+ was 143; to~ Gl-

the ratio was 0.80.

That the salts also act as stabilisers of the enzymes has been

shown by dialysis experLments. In these, the salt had been dialysed

away from the enzymes, resulting in denaturation (Baxter and Gibbons

1954-1957). Some enzymes regained activity if then dialysed against

25% (w/v) NaGl, but not on addition of solid NaCl (Holmes and Halvorson

196.3,1965).
The role of halophilic bacteria as food-spoilage organisms was

highlighted by the report in the Times (June 2.3,1966) of a consignment

of salted wet fish, carried in an unrefrigerated ship, being damaged by

these bacteria. If the bacteria were using the fish for food material

then the bacteria were probably producing proteases extracellularly for

protein digestion. Gibbons (1957) has tested 49 strains of extreme

halophiles, and found that 45 of them possessed gelatinolytic activity.

ost strains also degraded casei~. Shah and de Sa (1965) reviewed the

proteolytic activity of halotolerant and halophilic bacteria towards



gelatin-salt agar, milk-salt agar and fish muscle protein salt agar.

~.halobium was found not to grow on the latter medium.

In 1969, Norberg and Horst en published a paper on "Proteolyic

enzymes from extremely halophilic bacteria". Using !:!:..salinarium

1, a colourless mutant H. salinarium 1 M, and a vacuolated strain

!i:.salinarium 5, they showed that a true extracellular protease

was formed but that proteolytic aot Lv i.by depended on the strain used.

In particular li. salinarium 1 showed low extracellular protease activity.

A particle-bound protease and a peptidase were identified in the

cell homogenate. 11 the enzymes were sensitive to dialysis against

EDTAin 25% (w/v) NaCI solution. Only the particle-bound protease

was reactivated by zn2+ or Mn2+ ions. All the enzymes rapidly and

irreversibly lost activity in buffers which did not contain high

concentrations of aCl or KCl. Unlike the enzymes investigated by

Holmes and Halvorson (1963, 1965) these proteases were not reactivated

by dialysis against 25%NaCI.

Materials and ebhoda.

Bacterial strain. Halobacterium salinarium 1, originally obtained-- ---
from Professor Helge Larsen, Trondheim University, Was used.

Growth conditions. The bacteria were grown in Ian Dundas medium (rDM)

containing 1%peptone (w/v): 250g NaCl, 5g Mi4Cl, 5g KC1, 5g 1~C12'

10g peptone (Oxoid), tap water to 1 litre.
CUltKfU

The bacterial were started in Erlenmeyer flasks, using 5ml inoculum,.
in 50 ml rI!{ per flask. The flasks were put on a rotary shaker for 3

days, at 37°C. TwoErlenmeyer flasks of bacteria were used as a

starter for 500 ml, IDMin a 1 litre flask, spun for 3 days on an orbital

shaker, at 370•

!..easurements of growth. Cell densities of samples from liquid cultures

ts



were measured in tubes of 16 mm diameter in an EEL colo_rimeter, using

a red filter.

Determination of proteolytic enzJme act~!l. The method of Anson (1938)

was used in a modified form, as detailed below. 1 ml enzyme solution

(usually containing 25% (w/v) NaCl) was incubated with 1 ml 1% (w/v)

solution of casein (Sigma) containing 0.005 M-CaC12 in 0.1 M-borate or

tris buffer pH 8.. The reaction was carried out at 300 and terminated

after a period of time, by addition of 3 ml 5% trichloroacetic acid.

After filtration, the extinction of the filtrate was read at 280 run

against a reaction blank for each sample, using a Zeiss PMQ II

spectrophotometer. Suitable controls were carried out. The extinction

at 280 om was used as an indication of the presence of small peptides

containing tyrosine Or tryptophan, or of the amino-acids themselves.

f~trifugation. Separation of the bacteria from the mediQm was

achieved by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 30 min (Sorvall Inc.,) at

room temperature.
§onica~. 2 ml samples of bacterial suspension were sonicated in

an M.S.E. sonicator for 2 min at intervals of 30 seconds with 30 seconds

rest, the samples being held at 4°C.

Results.
Studies on extracellular enzyme formati£E.

After 3 days growth, the bac~eria were removed from the medium

by centrifugation. The medium was dialysed against distilled water at

40 overnight. The nondiffusable residue was reduced to dryness, and

taken up in 2 ml 2% NaCl solution containing 0.01 M-tris buffer pH 8.0.

Thia Was applied to a column (1.5 x 50 em) of Sephadex-G50, fine grade

(Pharmacia, Sweden), which had been pre-equilibrated with the NaCl-tris

solution. The column was eluted using this solution (at 4°) and 10 ml
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Fig.l. The presence of extracellular activity in the supernatant.

Bacteria were separated from growth medium, washed and resuspended in
IDM and 0.5% glutamate. Samples of the suspending medium were removed
at 3 hourly intervals and assayed for proteolytic activity, as described
in the experimental section of the text.
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rig.,. Activity of supernatant from sonicated cells.

Bacteria were separated from growth medium after 3 days, washed with IDM
and sonicated to produce macerated cells. This was assayed for proteolytic
activity as described in the text.



fractions were collected. The procedure was also applied to the

medium alone, which had not been used f'or bacterial growth. The

extinction of the colQmn fractions at 280 nmwas measured, as an

indication of the presence of extracellular protein in the fractions.

The difference in extinction between the two samples of media is shown

in fig.l. Extracellular protein material was obtained in one peak, at

about 2 void volumes.

The bacteria from the centrifugation above were washed in IDM,

and resuspended in ImA + 0.5% sodium glutamate. Samples of the

suspension were removed at 0,3,6, and 12 h , centrifuged and the

supernatant was tested for proteolytic activity against casein,(fig.2.)

Increased proteolytic activity was shown by the supernatant with time.

The slight initial activity may have been due to cell breakage during

centri;:Ugationo Some bacteria were separated from the medium after

3 days growth, washed with IDM, and sonicated to produce macerated cells.

This material showed considerable proteolytic activity, shown in fig.3.

No activity was obtained from samples incubated at 0
0
•

The :eroteol;ytic act_hyity of sUE~rnatant fE-om~on.i_c~j;~.!1:~.

Harvested cells were resuspended in ID1'I/glutamate solut ion.

Samples were sonicated and the material pooled. It was centrifuged

(6,500 rpm, 8 min) and the precipitate was discarded. The supernatant

was used for the following experiments, in which the high NaCl

concentration was not maintained.

The activity of the supernatant was tested at several pH values.

The enzyme solution was incubated for 40 min and the NaCl concentration

was 5% The results are shown in fig.4.
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Bacteria that had been separated from the growth medium were sonicated, and
this material was centrifuged. The supernatant was assayed for proteolytic
Qctivity with various concentrations of NaCl in the assaying medium.
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Fig.4. The effect of pH on intracellular proteases.

The assay showed a definite pH effect, with the optLmal pH at 7.0.

The dependence of the proteolytic activity of the supernatant

on NaCl was investigated. Activity assays were carried out at various

salt concentrations. The graph of loss of activity with increasing

salt (fig.5.) shows that salt concentrations approaching the

extracellular concentration inhibit the enzyme activity. Substitution

of KCl for aCl did not affect the pattern of activity. The effect of
the Ca2+ ions present in the assay from the casein solution was tested

but t e presence of the ions was found not to affect the enzyme activity.

The effect of dialysis on the sonicated cell's enzyme activity was

investigated. The activity was measured after sonication and the

supernatant was dialysed overnight against distilled water at 4°. Then

the activity was measured again. As a result of several of these

experiments it was found that after dialysis the enzyme activity was

enhanced between 3 and 9 times. Dialysis against EDTA only affected the

activity to a very slight degree. Addition of NaCl back to the dialysed

material brought about almost total infuibition of proteolytic activity.



!hsproteo1ytic actlvi~.L£f_ the cell membranes of H..:.salinariu

The cell membranes were prepared after the method of Brown (1969).

The cells were harvested and resuspended in a minimum volume of

Analar 1ill! containing O.lM-tris buffer pH8.0. This was dialysed

overnight in the dark against distilled water. The non-diffusi.ble

material was treated with ribonuclease and deoxyribonuclease for

1 hour at 350 (until all the lumps were gone). Approximately 2 mg of each

enzyme was required per 500 ml bacterial culture originally, the enzymes

being made up in buffer containing 10 mM-magnesiumions. The material

was spun at 48,000 rpm in a Spi.nco preparative ultracentrifuge, or 3 h

at OOC. The supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspen ed (less

residue) in distilled water. (Further treatment with the nuclease enaymes

was carried out if necessary at this st ages ) 'fhe resuspended pellet of

cell membranes was tested for proteolytic activity with iff'erent

concentrations of NaCl present. I'he results are shown in ig.6. It

can be seen that the activity was inhibited by the presence of aCl.

>-->-vo

o 10 20
%NoCI

Fig.6. Proteolytic activity of the cell membranes•

.Qiscussion

Proteolytic activity has been demonstrated in three fractions of the

~salinarium bacterial cell. The strain of bacterium used did pro uce a

true extracellular protease, but as painted out by orberg and Hofsten(1969)



Halobacterium salinarium 1 does not show very high activity. The

retardation of the enzyme on Sephadex G-50 indicated .that it had a

low molecular weight and could enter into the molecular sieve provided

by the Sephadex,

Proteolytic activity was also found to be associated with the cell
membranes and with the supernatant from sonicated cells. It may be that

the same cell-bound enzyme was involved in each case. In their paper
orberg and Hofsten have identified activity with a cell-bound fraction

which they think are cell envelope particles. This would correlate with

the activity found to be associated with the membranes and that with the

sonicated cells. Both were found to be inhibited by aGl, and maximum

activity was obtained in the absence of salt. Since this enzyme activity

was intracellular it is surprising that the enzyme did not show a requirement

for K+ ions. Christian and Waltho (1962) showed that H.salinarium has a- -
very high internal concentration of potassium. Norberg and Hofsten have

found that their intracellular proteases require 25% NaGl (w/v) for

maximum activity, and they were rapidly and irreversibly denatured in the

absence of large concentrations of NaGl. -In the case of the enzymes found

here, the results of dialysis against distilled water substantiate the

suggestion that the enzymes are halophobic. The intracellular enzymes do

not appear to require metal ions for activity as dialysis against E~rA

had no effect • orberg and Hof'sten'claimed that their cell-bound

.proteinase required Zn2+ or Mn2+ ions for reactivation after dialysis

against EID'A.
It seems therefore, that an extraceliular protease has been

identified for H. salinariu.m 1 as described by Norberg and Hofsten. In

addition proteolytic activity has been found associated with the cell

membranes, and the intracellular material which may be one and the same

enzyme. This activity was halophobic as distinct from that of the

40



the extracellular enzyme which was extremely halophilic as expected.

The physiological function of'this halophob i,cintracellular enzyme

is not clear. It must surely be inhibited under normal conditions within

the cell. Larsen (1967) has discussed the loss of shape, and sudden

lysis of the cells as the NaGl concentration dropped to 5-10%. After

lysis the intracellular protease is exposed to much more congenial salt

concentrations, and can f'unct ion as a degradat'tv€enzyme bringing about cell
membrane digestion.

Cl'



Anson,
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and additional explanations made.

After the summary, an index of chapters was added.

p.13 Table 2.2. This was prepared again with more detail of the purification

procedure.
p.l4 Table 2.3. This was redrawn with more detail of the experimental

conditions used.
p.16 The discussion was rewritten to incorporate an account of the methods

used to assess enzyme purity, and how it was carried out in this case.

p.19 Fig. 3. Z. Addition of labels and excitation/emission wavelengths for

the fluorescence used.
p.24 Line 17. Addition of experimental details relating to the buffers used.

p.2S Fig.h.3. Legend added.
p.2S Line 13. Ad itional expla~ation relating to the buffer used, and its

affect on the copper ions present.

P.)' Fig.S.l. Legend added.

p.37 Fig.,.3. Legend added.

p.38 Fig.5.5. Legend added.

p.44 Fig.6.1. Legend added.

p.4, Fig.6.2. Legend added.

p.,l Figs.7.!. &, 7.2.: Figs.7.5. & 7.6• Legend added.
p.52 Line 2 Additional explanation added concerning the light intensity used.

p.5S Line 6 Additional explanation regarding the binding of Rose Bengal

to a protein.

p.60 Fig.S.l. Legend added.
p.6l Fig.S.l. pOints filled in on the figure.

p.64 Line 22. Rate constants corrected.
p.79 Additional explanation about measuring concentration of oxygen for

1/02 plots.
p.81 Line 5. Additional explanation.

Summary of s cond part of thesis amended.

p.87 Figs.l.,2,3, Legend added to each figure.

p.88 Fig.,. Legend added.


